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By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER 1.-At the Tavern.
A number of British soldiers sat at a table
under a tree in front of a tavern on the ' road
to Germantown, a few miles from Philadelphia.
The enemy held both places, but the patriots,
under General Washington, were preparing ,to
attack the last mentioned place. They had been
defeated at Brandywine, Howe had outwitted
Washington and seized Philadelphia, and now
was at Germantown. The patriot army was at
the Metu8irnn hills, but there were spies abroad,
and there was a band of one hundred young patriots much nearer to one branch of the British
army.
These were the Liberty Boys, commanded by
Dick Slater, his first lieutenant being Bob Estabrook, his closest friend: Parties of the enemy
often left Germantown to scour the country in
the neighborhood, and the officers sitting under
the trees on this pleasant day in late September,
belonged to one of these British detachments.
They were eating and drinking, and seemed more
like a company of gentlemen enjoying themselves than a scouting party. They were not
talking of war nor of the plans of General Howe
or Lord Cornwallis, but of their exploits in love
or in the chase, and of the fierce drinking bouts
in which they had at times engaged. While they
were thus occupied, a lame boy came along the
road and halted a little way from the trees. His
right leg seemed to be shorter than the left;, or
was drawn up so that he was obliged to wear an
extra sole to his boot to be able to reach the
ground. He used a crutch also, and walked with
SOI)1e difficulty.
The redcoats paid no attention to the lame
boy, who took a seat on a bench at a little distance ap.d seemed to take but very little notice of
them. He rested his crutch agalnSot the tree
and looked down at the ground, seeming to be
simply resting. Anon a bustling potboy came
along and said sharply:
"Now, then, look sharp, this is no place for
beggars."
"I am not begging,'' said the lame boy quietly.
"Nay, not at the moment, but you are going to,
as soon as my back is turned."
"How do you know ? " in a quizzing t one.
"You have a crut ch.''
"Yes, I am lame."
"All lame folks are beggars," in a t one of con-

victi~n.

"If I told you that all potboys were foolish,
you would be angry."
A boy in bl'own homespun rode up on an ordinary-looking horse and dismounted.
"If you call me fo.o lish I will crack your skull,"
said the potboy.
"I have as much right to call you foolish as
you have to say I am a beggar, knowing nothing
of you, nor you of me," declared the lame lad.
"But all lame folk are beggars. We have
them here by the drove."
"The lame boy was right, I fancy," said the
newcomer, joining the cqnversation.
The potboy looked saucily at the newcomer,
but made no threats. The other was too sturd·
ily built, and seemed quite capable of taking care
of himself. He was well formed and muscula~
had brown hair and blue-gray eyes, an.cl a face
tanned by exposure to the weather, and seemed
to be a, boy of no ordinary make. He was erect
and soldierly in his bearing, his eye was keen,
and there was an alertness about him which at·
tracted instant notice.
"What did you wish, sir?" the potboy asked,
industriously wiping a vacant table with his
apron.
"Some bread and cheese and a mug of milk,"
the boy answered, seating · himself.
"Shall I take care of your horse?"
"No, he has sense enough to stand."
The boy went off, the lame boy watching him.
The officers looked at the other and began t o
whisper among themselves. The lame boy took
his crutch and wrote something in the sand at
his feet. What he wrote could be seen only by
himself and the other. It was written so that
the other boy could read it, being upside down
to himself. Having written, he coughed. The
other boy looked up and read in big, round letters in the sand :
"You are suspected." ,
He nodded, and the lame boy erased the writing with a few swift strokes of the crutch. The
officers, having finished their whispering, one of
them said:
"You come from yonder, boy. Have you seen
any rebels?"
"I have not," quietly.
"You have much the look of one whom I have
seen-blue eyes, brown hair, an erect carriage,
square shoulders, firm chin, good mouth- -"
"Do all r ebels look like that?" quietly. "I
know others who have the same look as myself.
Brown hair is not uncommon."
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The potboy had been arranging things on the
table while the other was speaking.
"My word!" he said pertly, "there is a printed
description of the fellow in the taproom which
is--"
"A description of whom, boy?" asked the officer.
"Of Dick Slater, the rebel, captain of the Liberty Boys."
.
"And it tallies with the looks of this fellow':"
"Yes, sir."
The suspected boy, who was none other thatn
Dick Slater himself, was quietly eating his bread
an<l cheese.
"Are you a rebel?" the inquisitive officer a:;;ked, fixing a keen look upon Dick.
"No, I am not," firmly.
The redcoats appeared somewhat di sconcerted
by the attitude of Dick.
They had expected that he would hesitate and
appear abashed at this sudden direct question.
Dick Slater had told no untruth in answering as
he did, from his point of view. He did not
recognize the term "rebel" as applied to patriots, and would never admit that he was one.
"He is a rebel; he is Dick Slater himself," declared the potboy. "I'll get the notice and you
can--"
He was hurrying toward the inn, having to pa<;s
the lame boy on his way. The lame boy suddenly
thrust out his crutch. The other tripped over it
and measured his length in the sand, erasing all
possible remains of what the lama boy had written. His face was redder than ever from scraping over the coarse sand when h~ arose.
"You did that on purpose," he said breathless1y, facing the lame boy, "and I believe you a re
a rebel yourself!"
The officers had arisen.
"Your description tallies exactly with that of
thi s rebel, Slater."
"And you come from a quar ter whe re rebels
are congregated."
"You will have to satisfy us that you are not
Dick Slater before you leave this place."
The four officers suddenly advanced upon Dick,
with the intention of seizing him. He sprang
up, gave the round table a sudden spin on its
edge toward the redcoats, and was in the saddle
a moment later. Down went the redcoats like
so many skittle pins, and away flew Dick like
the wind on his horse. The potboy ran at the
lame boy, but suddenly caught the latter's crutch
in the stomach with force enough to take his
breath away. When he recovered it, the lame
boy was nowhere in sight.

CHAPTER 11.-ln the Town.
Instead of riding back the way he ""had come,
Dick Slater kept on toward the town. When the
four redcoats picked themselves up after being
so neatly bowled over by the clever young patriot, Dick was a quarter of a mile away.
"Well, that was a scurvy trick to play upon
officers and gentlemen, I must say," sputtered
one of the redcoats.
"Rebel or not, he has no respect for his ma-

jesty's officers, the scoundrel!" voci fer a ted another.
"He is going straight to Germantown," declared the third. "We will catch him on his return."
" We must not wait for that; we mus t take him
in town."
"He is a spy, and will be gainin.g valuable in::.
formation."
The potboy had now recovered his breath, and
one of the redcoats said :
"You should have stopped the lame boy at
least, you idiot! He had no horse."
"He had a crutch, though, and I stopped that,
greatly to my sorrow."
"Whither went he? You have eyes, have you
not?"
"Truly I have, but when one's eyes are filled
with s and and one's breath is taken away,
my-_- "
"Bah! You talk too much!" angrily. "Go order up our horses and bring us our score. We
wish to settle it and depart at once."
The potboy hurried away and the landlo~d
came up. He was a large-sized man, dressed with
a considerable degree of elegance, and was most
obsequious, even servile, in his manner toward
the redcoats.
"I trust that nothing unsatisfactory in the service has tens your departure, gentlemen," h e said.
"No, it was excellent."
•
"No incivility on the part of the serv itors, or
of the potboy, I trust?"
·
"None, although the boy is somewhat garrulous."
"Yes, tha t is a fault of the boys of th is ge neration, although he is a t rusty lad. Was everything cooked to your satisfaction? "
" Yes, yes," impa tiently ; " but there was ·a
rascally rebel s py here, and we are after him,
so make haste."
"A rebel spy, say you? I like his ass urance
in coming to a respectable tavern like mine. I
am a loyal subject of his most gracious majest y,
and I have nothing to do with su ch- - "
"Time presses. The bill and our horses a t
once."
"Ega d, he talks mo re tha n the boy, twofo ld!,.
sputtered another.
However, the boy with the bill and a g room
with the officers' horses now appeared, and the
redcoats were soon galloping away. Dick Slate r
had no idea but that he would be followed. He
was going to Germantown however, a nd he
meant to get there. Besides being the captain of
the Liberty Boys he was a noted spy, and was
now on a secret mission for the commander-in.chief. He had been on many such trips, although but little more than a year in his coun·
try's service, and had always given entire satisfaction. Suspecting that he would be followed,
he was prepared for trouble. When a turn in
the road and a thick clump of trees hid him
from the sight of those at the tavern, he halted
and dismounted. Taking off his coat, waistcoat
and breeches, he rapidly turned them inside out.
"They were brown before, and now they are
gray."
He turned his round hat inside out also, and
made it three-sided, instead of round. With a
little box Gf white, oily paste, which he took
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trom a side pocket, he made the face of· his horse
nearly white, and did the same for his forelegs,
:below the knee, and for the upper part of his
left hin<}. leg. A rapid application of some of the
· paste to his hair made it gray, thus .greatly altering his appearance. A few lines on his face
with a blunt crayon seemed to add twenty years
to his age. Having made these changes, Dick
mounted and rode on. Coming to a cro ssroa'cl, he
turned into it and rode till he heard t he tramp
of horses coming from the direction of the tavern. His hearing was very keen, and he heard
the horses before he saw them. Turning, he
rode toward the main highway leading toward
Germantown. He had not yet reached it when
he saw the four officers he had met at the tavern
come dashing along the road. They met at the
intersection of the two roads, and the leading
officer said:
. ·
"Good-day to you, sir. Have you seen a boy
in brown homespun riding a" horse on this road?"
"Truly, I have not, g entlemen," said Dick, in
a high-pitched, somewhat tremulous voice, "but
I have just come from the other road."
.
"Very true, but you might have seen him
across the field s."
"No, I have seen no one here but ourselves,''
Dick answered as he rode along side.
"He was going rapidly, and probably passed
before this gentleman came in sight," suggested
one.
"You did not meet him on the other road, did
you?" asked another.
"No, sir, I met no one."
"Then he has gone on, and we are sure to
overtake the clever rascal in town."
The redcoats went on at a gallop without having once suspected Dick's identity.
'They are willing to give me credit for being
clever," the latt er said to himself, as he rode
on at an easy canter, "but what would they say
if they knew who I am?"
He soon lost sight of the redcoats, and kept
on at the same easy gait. He was provided with
a pass, and when he reached the guardhouse,
presented it and was allowed to proceed without
question.
"My middle-aged and highly respectable appearance is a sufficient passport,'' he chuckled, as
he rode on.
•
Others overtook him as he proceeded-soldiers,
rugged farmer s, laughing boys and girls-some
greeting him courteously, some passing without a
word, and a few laughing at his sedate appearance. At last he entered the town, consisting
of one long straggling street some miles in
length. General Howe was encamped at the farther end of th.e town, Lord Cornwallis bein.g stationed at Philadelphia, a few miles on. Dick
stopped at a coffee house much frequented by
-Officers, left his ·4orse at the hitching post and
entered. He had seen two of the redcoats
through the window.
The officers were talking
with two other soldiers, and Dick heard one of
them say: ·
.
"Yes, the clever young rebel came this way,
and we are certain he did not t]lrn aside."
. "Did you ask at . the outpo.st or .at. the guardhouse if a person of his description had passed ? "
"To be sure, but the guard had ·been changed

•

within the half hour, and he must have gone by
before the change."
"Oh, but we'll find him fast enough,'' said the
other, with an air of confidence.
"Yes, we are all on the watch, and this is why
we have warned you."
"We will detain the rascal, you may be certain, if we see him."
The redcoats Dick had seen now went out, and
he was about to follow when he saw a familiar
figure outsid~. It was the lame boy he had met
at the tavern. H e looked in, gave Dick a quick
glance, and presentl y entered. Taking a seat in
front of Dick, he said quietly:
"We are on t he same errand. Pe1·haps we caii
assist each oth er."
"Yes," said Dick.
CHAPTER IIL-In the British Camp.
Dick Slater and the lame boy were alcne iri a
quiet corner out Of hearing of the other occupants.
"How did you know me ?" asked Dick.
"Your eyes."
"Others saw them; the very redccmts we saw
at the t avern, in.fact."
"They are not keen observers. I knew you at
the tavern."
"You had seen me befo re?"
"Yes, I saw you leading your brave boys at
Brandywine."
"Are you a spy?" in a low tone.
"Yes, for Wayne or any patriot general who
wants my services."
"What is your name?"
"They call me 'Lame. Joe' among the soldiers."
"That is sufficient, but how can you avoid being suspected? You cannot disguise yourself?"
"If I am searched, there is nothing to prove
that I am a spy, and they must release me."
"How did you get away so quick ? "
"I can go fast with my crutch. I ran around
the house and got a spare horse."
"I did not see you on the road."
"No, I went across country, and took another
road."
"I am going to Howe's camp."
"So am I. \Ve will meet there, perhaps."
"Very good."
They left the coffee house by diffe1·ent doors,
Dick mounting his horse and riding nearly to
Howe's camp. Then he dismounted, leaving his
horse down a byr oad under a tree. The horse
he usually rode was a magnificent black Arabian,
named M.aJor, but he was too well known to the
enemy to take on such a mission as Dick was
then on. Walking carelessly on, Dick at length
came to a large mansion over which floated the
royal standard. This was General Howe's headquarters, and Dick determined to gain an entrance if possible:
Genera~ Howe knew Dick by sight, and had
offered a reward of five hundred pounds for his
capture, alive or dead. He ran a fremendpuss
risk, therefo~e, in venturing into the ¥eneral's
presence. Risk was a secondary consideration
with Dick, however, when a duty was to be per-

.
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formed. Entering the grounds, Dick went up
the gravel walk toward the front entrance.
"I have business withln," he said to a sentry
he met.
The sentry said nothing, and allowed him to
pass. At the great front door, which was open,
he was confronted by a giant Hessian, who stood
motionless, his face having no more expression
than a stone.
"I wish to see one of the secretaries," said
Dick, "to make application for--"
The Hessian made reply in thick, guttural German, which Dick could not have undersotod even
had he known the language. Dick showed his
pass and put a silver crown into the fellow's
hand, ·more llke a bear's paw than anything else.
The shadow of a smile passed over the Hessian's
:face. Then he stood aside and motioned with
one hand t oward the door. Dick entered and
shortly met a bustling little man all in black,
with a big head and a bigger wig, who said:
"Well, my good man, what is your husiness?
Speak quick. My time is valuab le."
"Are you the chief secretary to the general ?"
Dick asked.
"Well, no, not the chief; but I have his confidence."
"You will probably do as well, if not better,
than any one else. I wish to make app lication
:for a posit ion as under secretary. ~ write a
beautiful hand."
"H'm! Yes, step in here and wait. I will attend to you shortly."
The bustling little man showed Dick into an
ante-room and then hurried off.
"He is safe," Dick said to himself. "He wi ll
not return, and now to get into the general's
cabinet."
Crossing the room noiselessly, he opened a
door cautiously and looked in. There was a
screen across an open door opposite, and from
behind this he could hear voices. He recognized
one of the speakers as that of General Howe
himself.
"If the boy is in the town he must be captured without fail/' the general said.
"Yes, your excellency," said the principal of
the four redcoats Dick had seen at the tavern.
"He is a most dangerous spy, Captain Knowles,
and if -you are certain that he is in town it is
your business to catch him."
"He certainly came this way, your excellency,
and, while I did not see him enter the town, it
would be the very place where such a daring
YOUllg rebel would go."
"Then I rely upon you to find him, Captain
Knowles. That is all for the present. Did · you
learn anything of the enemy? '
"No, YOljlr excellency."
"You will go there to-morrow and make full
fn~uiri e s, I hope."
'Yes, your excellency."
Dick was close to the screen placed across the
doorway, but a little distance from it. He supposed t hat the captai n would go out by the other
door. Instead of doing so, he came into the
room where Dick was.
"I beg fOUr pardon, are you General Howe ? "
Pick asked. "I have a complaint to m ake. You
aee, general, I had six cows and a bull on my

place outside the town, and your soldiers came
and--"
"But I am not the general; and, besides- - "
"Then perhaps you will see him and lay 'the
case before him. You see, the soldiers took away
the cows, and now that the bull--"
[
"Yes, yes, but see one of the secretaries.
can't--"
A ve1·y consequential-looking lackey now entered and sai'Ci:
"Ee j pardon, but the general cannot permit
all this disturbance in his anteroom."
"O i course not," and the captain fled precipitately.
"Are you the general?" asked Dick of the
lackey.
"No, sir, I am not. Take a seat."
Then he walked out of the room by the way
Dick had entered, closing the door after him.
Things were quiet in the other room, except for
the rapid scratching of a quill pen and the occasional giving of some directions in a low tone.
Then some one said :
"Lieutenant Bowles, with important information."
"Admit him," answered the general.
T hen Dick heard another of the four redcoats
say:
"Dick Slater, the spy, is believed to be in town,
y our excellency."
"So I have been informed."
"He is disguised as a lame boy, and successfully passed the g uards by saying that he came
.
here to get surgical treatment."
"A lame boy, you say? That is a disguise
which will be easily recognized."
"Yes, your excellency."
"Then make a search through the town and
arrest every lame boy found. We will soon be
a ble to pick out Slater from the crowd."
"It shall be done, your excellency."
Dick quickly turned one leaf of the screen so
as to shield himself as the lieutenan t entered the
room.
"I must warn 'Lame Joe' tl'1.t he is in danger
of arrest,'' was Dick's thought.
The lieutenant passed without seeing him, and
Dick moved back the leaf of the screen.
"Nothing is as yet known of the movements of
the enemy," he heard some one say. "They are
thou!f.ht to be retiring to the interior of the Jerseys.'
"Very good; but this must be confirmed."
Believing that he could hear nothing important
at that time, Dick made his way quietly out of
the anteroom into the main hallway. He was
almost to the front door when General Howe
came 01..i, shot a quick glance at him, and said:
"That is Dick Slater, the spy! Arrest him!"
Half a dozen officers sprang toward Dick. Then
the lame boy suddenly came along, and one of
the officers fell over his crutch and upset two
others. Dick at once dashed down the hall in
the other direction and escaped t hrough the rear
door and over a wall i n the garden.
CHAPTE R IV.- Dick's Retu rn.
"That was a lucky escape for met" muttered
Dick, as he made his way to where ne ha d left
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his horse1 "but what will become of 'Lame Joe'.?
Will he oe able to prove that we were not m
CHAPTER V.-The Glrls.
collusion?"
He heard ·nothing to alarm him, an~ quickly
The next ~orning Dick and Bob set off to' rearranging his hair and tying the ends ma bow, gether in another direction. The boys lived in
he advanced as far as the principal street of the Westchester, as did many "of the Liberty Boys.
town. All seemed to be as it had been-people Just now Dick's sister Edith and Bob's sister
coming and going, but no confusion-and he Alice were visiting friends not far from German·
quickly mounted his horse and rode away at an town. J)ick and Bob were not only fast friends
easy pace. He met the lieutenant and, looking but were like brothers, the sister of each being
back saw the lame boy coming along the walk. the sweetheart of the other. The girls had been
"Th ere will be troubl e, I am afraid," he said in Philadelphia, but when the city was threatened
by the enemy, they had ~one to a safer place.
to himself.
He drew up at tpe side of the road and di s- Dick and Bob were now gomg off to see the girls,
mounted, intending to engage the lieutenant in and at the same time learn what they could of
conversation, and so give "Lame Joe" a chance the intentions of the enemy. · Dick now rode
to escape.
Lieutenant Bowles slipped by, how- Major, his beautiful black Arabian, Bob being
ever, and, seeing "Lame Joe," went up to him mounted on a fine bay. Both boys wore the Continental uniform, and made a fine showing, being
and said :
both handsome, well-built boys.
"You a re under--"
Dick only wore a disguise when he went away
"Yes, the general thought somebody would on scouting expeditions. As the present
journey
make a mistake, owing to the stupidity of one would not take him among the enemy, however-,
Ser.g eant Bowl egs," interrupted the lame boy. he wore his uniform. The boys were riding along
"Read this."
the winding road at a fairly good pace, there
He thereupon handed the lieutenant a paper
no especial need for haste. All at once,
which Dick read, looking over the lieutenant's being
however, they heard shouts ahead of them , and
shoulder.
then the sound of blows and a scream.
"But you are more than a sergeant, aren't
"That's the girls!" cried Bob.
you ?" Dick said. "You're a colonel, aren't you?"
"And in danger, or they would not scream,"
"No; but I am more than a sergeant."
added Dick.
"But why did you want to detain the boy?"
Both boys urged their horses forward and
"Oh, !iOmebody called Sergeant Bowlegs made fairly flew around the turn in the road. Near
a mi stake and said that I was Dick Slater, but a farmhouse they saw two young girls on horsethe general knows very well I was not."
back, surrounded by a howling mob of a dozen or
"I was so informed," said the lieutenant snap- ·more boys, some of them almost men in stature,
pi ~hly, "and my ,name is Bowles, not Bowlegs,
and all rough, evil-looking fellows. They were
and I am a lieutenant, not a sergeant."
trying to drag the girls off their horses. The
"You may be a general for all of me," said latter were plunging and rearing, and there was
Lame Joe, taking the paper from the lieutenant's imminent danger of the girls being seriously
hands, "but you might know I was not Dick injured. They were both brave girls, and rarely
Slater."
screamed or made a noise; but this was an exceptional case. They were both using their rid"Have you seen him in town?" eagerly.
"Yes, but he does not look any more like me ing whips energetically, and more than one of
than this old man does. He is a boy and wore their tormentors had received sharp cuts which
left their marks and caused them to yell lustily.
a suit of brown homespun."
"Jove! that's what he wore at the tavern!" Down upon the howling mob bore the two boys
before their presence was known. Dashing right
the 1ieutenant exclaimed.
"Clear the road, the general comes!" called out and left into the flanks of the mob, they upset
a mounted guard, riding along the main avenue. three or four of them i-n the dusty road. Then
Dick sprang on his horse and rode toward the they ll'!aped from their horses and began dealing
.
guardhouse, while Lame Joe . was quickly lost vi~orous blows right and 'left.
'Ya, rebels! " yell ed one big, hulking, overaight of in the crowd.
gr0wn lout of a boy, who had not yet noticed
"He will take care of himself," was Dick's th~ approach of the young patriots.
thought. "He is the best spy I have ever seen."
He had wrenched the whip from the hand of
The paper which Lame Joe had shown the lieu- Alice Estabrook, and was about to strike her
tenant read as follows:
horse with it. Spat! Dick !itruck him a resounding blo~ full in the mouth which staggered him.
"Permit the bearer, a lame boy, to pass safely Then Dick snatched the whip out of his hand
cmt of the town.
HOWE."
and gave him a stinging cut across the legs with
:It.
"That paper may be of use at some other time "
"There, you contemptible bully how do you
1
!!aid Dick, "although it might prove dangerous if
lik!l it yourself? " Dick said.
'
found upon him by some of our soldiers."
-~e bullies had suddenly become aware that
Having no fear that Lame Joe would not make they had more than two girls to contend with.
hls escape, Dick rode on. He left the town with- When three or four had been upset in the road
<mt molestation, and then rode on at a rapid and three or four more h_ad received staggering
gait, passing the tavern and continuing on a num- blows, they began to realize that something was
ber of miles to a wooded pass in the hills. Here
taking place. Then Bob seized two husky bullies
was the camp of the Liberty Boys.
by their collars and brought ' their heads togeth-

.
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er with a resounding crack. Dick knocked down
two more, and then the rest retired to a safe
distance. Those who had been knocked down
crawled away before they got up, and took to
their heels.
"What's the matter with you, you blame rebels?" demanded the big bully whom Dick had
struck in the mouth. "We was only having a
little fun."
"So were we," laughed Bob. "Come on a;id
have some more. It's jolly fun-for us."
"You're too all-fired free with yer fists!" snarled another.
"We wasn't hurtin' of the gals, an' they hadn't
no call ter holler."
" 'Course they hadn't, an• I ain't a-goin' ter
stand no such a treatin'. Come on, fellers, let's
lick 'em."
.
·
The bullies were making a dash at the boys
when a new combatant appeared. As the bullies
were about to attack the boys, having recovered
from their surprise, Lame Joe sudd enly dashed
in among them. He used his crutch most effectively, and more than ' one of the young ruffians
got a sore head or aching ribs.
"Come on, all hands, and we'll soon rout 'em!"
laughed Bob.
Then he and Dick and · the two girls on one
side, and Lame Joe on the other, cut a swath
through the mob of bullies and caused them to
take to flight. The lame boy's crutch had proved
a most formidable weapon, and a scythe could
not have swept the bullies aside any better.
They made off, having had a great deal more
than they had bargained for.
•
"Come again and we'll ·have some more fun!"
roared Bob. .
The bullies could not see the humor of the
situation as Bob could, however, and went away.
"Your arrival was most timely, Joe," said
Dick "and we are grateful for your assistance."
"I' reckoned I might be ne.eded, as soon as I
saw what the trouble was," the lame boy answered.
"This is Lame Joe, of whom I told you, Bob,"
said Dick.
"1 am glad to meet so good a patriot, and so
fine a spy, Joe," said Bob.
"These are our sisters," Dick added. "These
cowards must have seen them with us, and so
they attacked them." ...
"I know them," said Lame Joe, with a look of
disgust. "They.are nothing but a lot of sneaking,
bullying Tories."
"There is no doubt about their being bullies,"
said Bob indignantly. "No decent boy would attack a girl."
"These fellows would steal a sheep, burn a
barn, .o r do anything mean," said the lame boy.
"Be ·careful that they do not discover your camp,
for they will betray you to the redcoats if they
can."
''We always keep a careful watch," said Dick,
"especially when we are as near to the enemy as
we are now."
"I can readily believe that." with· a smile.
!'Vlhere were you going?"
"Nowhere in particular now. Later I shall go
to Germantown. I have General Howe's permission :to come and go, and that is much."
"B\lt '1le permit was only to pass you out of

the town , as I tinderstand it, to atone for the
trouble they had given you in taking you for
Dick, " said Bob.
"Yes, that was so, of course, but General
Howe's signature is too valuable to throw away."
Lame Joe then showed Dick the pass.
The
words "out of the town" had been so carefully
erased that there was no trace of them. T he
paper, :>.s it stood, therefore, was a general pass,
and permltt.ed the lame boy to go and come
safely whenever he chose.
"I knew that you would be able to make use
of It," said Dick. "Only be careful that none of
our own men who don't know you get hold of

~,,

'

"I will be careful," said the other, putt;n,,. the
paper in his pocket.
"
Then they separated.

CHAPTER VI.-Two Ways of Treati:-!g To :·ies.
Dick and Bob rode with the girls to the home
of their friends, where they were well received
The girls' friends knew them, and were glad to
see them at all times.
"But, tmY dear," said · one of ·the girls to Alice,
"your hair is all disarranged, and there is a
spot of mud on your coat."
"Have you been riding as fa st as that?" asked
the other.
"No, we have · not been riding fast," said
Edith, who was of a more gentle nature than
Alice. ·
The latter was more like Bob, who was very
impulsive, even impetuous at times.
"No. we did not," laughed Alice, "but some
rude boys called us 'rebels' and we used our
whips on them." ·
"And then a lame boy came along and used his
crutch," laughed Bob, "and did it most effectively, too."
.
The girls' friends were greatly Interested in
hearing of the affair, but one of them said:
"These boys are Tories and belong to an evil
set. I am afraid their fathers will try to make
trouble for you on account of this affair."
Dick said nothing, but Bob sputtered, in his
usual impulsive way:
"We have had similar experiences, over in
Westchester. The boys always lie to their fathers, and then the fathers try to browbeat us,
but--"
"There is trouble for them a s well a s for the
boys," laughed Alice.
"I always am sorry when brother encounters
those evil boys," said Edith. "It stirs up dreadful memories, and sometimes those evil men make
trouble, and--"
"Yes, my girl," interrupted Bob, "but they
usually get the trouble all on their side. Neither
Dick nor I, nor any of the boys, are the sort of
iellows to take any nonsense from these Westchester Tories, and I believe the ones over here
are of the same breed."
"You boys will get into another fight on your
way back to. the camp," laughed Alice.
"Why, Alice," said Edith, "one would think
that brother and Bob were quarrelsome."
"We don't seek trouble of this sort, my dear
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g·irl ," answered Bob, "but if any one attacks us
we--"
"They get better than they send," put in Dick
dryly.
"Brother Bob is right-now and then," laughed
Alice.
"And brother Bob sticks up for the right more
than now ancl then," replied Dick, with a smile.
They spent a very pleasant hour with the
gi1 ls, and then the two boys set out for the
camp. At the point where they had encountered
the Tory bullies they suddenly encountered Lame
Joe. Before they were aware of his prsence, he
glided out from among a clump of bushes, using
his crutch most deftly.
"The boys are just around the turn yonder,"
he said, "and there are a number of men with
them."
"Exactly," laughed Bob. "Just as we expected. "
"I can show you a bypath by which you can
avoid them," said the Jame boy, "and they will
be still waiting for you long after you have
passed."
"\Ve have never run away from fellows of this
sor t yet, Joe, and we won't do it now," said Dick
quietly.
"But there are twenty of them, half of them
are men grown, and-·-"
"We will try a little strategy on them," laughed Dick. "Come on, Bob."
The boys then rode on as if they suspected
nothing, and as they dashed around .the bend
came in sight of the Tories. Then Dick waved his
hat, looked back as if toward a crowd of fellows, and shouted:
"Forward, Liberty Boys, down with the TorieF!''
"Liberty forever! Scatter them, boys!" fairly
yelled Bob.
Then both the boys discharged 'their pistols
just over the heads of the mob of Tories. The
latter could hear the bullets whistle over their
hearl s and some could even feel the wind of them.
Imagination can play strange tricks, and man y
of the Tories supposed that they were hit, and
dashed away at full speed. This influenced oth·ers, and they began to waver. And all this time
the two boys were bearing down upon them as if
they had a hundred boys at their backs. The
very fearlessness of the boys t errorized the mob
of Tories. They had expected to waylay two
boys ten to one.
A hundred , as they supposed them to be, was
not to be thought of. As one or two sheep running will start a flock, so it was now. As the two
boys came thundering down upon them, firing and
shouting, the crowd of Tories suddenly broke and
fled. Some dashed into the woods, some fled
across the fields, some got tangled up in the
fence and a few simply stood terror-stricken, unable to move. The boys rode on with a shout
and a laugh, and none followed them. Too late
the Tories realized how they had been fooled, and
were greatly chagrined. The boys did not keep
up their tremendous speed for long, but presently slackened it, and rode on at an easy gait.
The Tories did not follow them, however, and
they weTe not again molested that morning. The
boys all laughed at how Dick and Bob had scattered the To1ies, and Mark observed;

"That is exactly how those Westchester Tories
act. We thrash the boys, and then the fathers
make trouble."
"Or try it," said Ben Spurlock, one of the jol·
liest of the boys.

CHAPTER V1I.-A Double Surprise.
After dinner Dick set out alone towai·d Germantown on Major. He was now in uniform, and
it was therefore necessary to exercise some caution and not be surprised by the redcoats. He
saw none of them in or around the tavern where
he had met them the day before, and he rode up
and dismounted. Riding a different horse and
not being in disguise, he was not recognized by
the Tory landlord, who came forward and said
obsequiously:
"Can we serve you with anything, young sir?
Tim!" to the potboy, "take the gentleman's horse.
It is not so pleasant without as it is within, the
air being a bit chill."
"I will see to the horse myself," said Dick. "I
am accustomed to looking after him."
"As you wish, and I have no doubt he will be
better cared for. That is a noble animal."
"Yes, so he is," and Dick walked to the barn
leading Major.
There was a crib near the barn, from which a
view of the kitchen and the rear of the tavern
could be obtained. Dick put Major in one of the
stalls and turned toward the house.
"You are a good patriot, I suppose," he said,
wishing to know how far the landlord would go.
"Of a verity I am, sir," Giles niade reply; "but
I have to seem .a t times to favor the enemy on
account of the patronage they bring to the inn."
"But you do not really favor the British?"
"Certainly not, but they might do the inn great
harm, and so I must needs be discreet, and not
,
say too much."
"The hypocrite!" was Dick's thought.
He went in, hoping to hear some Hews of the
enemy. Sitting down where he could see up and
down the road, Dick asked:
"There have been no redcoats out from Germantown of late, I suppose?"
"No, not for three or four days. You are from
the army at-at-where did you say?"
"I clid not say," said Dick quietly.
He had seen no other horses in the barn, nor
any signs of redcoats. He suspected that Giles
was trying to get information to give to the enemy, and determined to thwart him. He had
wished to see if there were any of the enemy in
the house, and was satisfied that there were not ..
If any approached how he would see them, and
could make hi s escape.
"Oh, I thought you did," Giles said. "Timothy,
see what the young gentleman wishes."
"A mug of your home brewed," said Dick, who
never drank anything of th e sort, but sometimes
called for it as an excu se for remaining.
The potboy went out and, as he did so, stamped twice on the floor. In stantly a trap flew up
and two redcoats came out. The landlord made
a rush at Dick with a pi ~to l in his hand, and
Dick sudden· ·
i hP. potboy stood in the Joo rway.

,'
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ly found himself covered by three or four weapons.
"Ha-ha, you will not escape us to-day, Captain
Slater!" said the leading redcoat, whom Dick
now recognized as Captain Knowles.
"So you think," said Dick quietly.
"You are nicely trapped. We have been watching for you, and we sent our horses away and
hid below so that you would suspect nothing."
"You must give us some credit for cleverness,
sir," laughed Giles.
"I know that you are a scoundrel," said Dick,
"and if you r emain longer in this place it will
be for the reason that there are no patriots about
to drive you out."
"Take the fellow out," said Knowles. "We will
carry him back to Germantown on his own horse."
Dick was quickly seized, resistance being useless. Then, walking between the two redcoats
and preceded by the Tory landlord, Dick went
out. As they nearnd the barn, Lame Joe suddenly appeared at the door. He was leaning on
a pitchfork, which he used as a crutch.
"I saw that you were in trouble, Captain," he
said, "and thought. I would go to your assistance."
"Down with the cripple rebel !11 cried Giles.
"You had best be careful," said the lame boy.
"Seize him!" growled Giles. "He is a rebel
spy!"
The Tory and the redcoats ran at Joe. Joe
knocked the Tory down with a blow of his pitch£ork. Then to the amazement of all, he raised a
gun to his shoulder. There was an ominous click.
"Stand back!" said Joe.
Giles was on the ground, gazing with alarm at
Lame Joe.
"Release the captain," said Joe, in the n ext
breath.
His weapon was leveled full at Captain
K nowles.
.
"Why, you impertinent rebel!" gasped the latter, "how dare--"
"Up with your hands!" said Lame Joe sternly.
"In two seconds I will fire. ·one--"
U p went the hands of both the rerlcoats in an
instant. Quick as a flash Dick sn&tched away
the pi stols of Captain Knowl es. Then he took
those of the soldier.
"Go back to the inn," he said. "Stay where you
are, Giles."
Lame Joe kept the Tory covered, and Dick ran
into the barn and brought out Major. A sudden sound attracted his attention.
"Quick, Joe!" he hissed. "The redcoats are
coming."
Then he leaped into the saddle as Lame Joe
picked up his crutch and hurried away, throwing
aside the gun.
"Will you go with me, Joe?"
"No, I shall be safe."
Reaching the road, Dick saw the redcoats
dashing on at full speed. At one of the front
windows was Timothy, the potboy, waving a
red handkerchief.
OHAPl'ER VIII.-Two Visits from Tories.
Lame Joe made his way off at remarkable
ape~ considering his infirmity.
He qui~kly

dove into the woods and was out of sight in a
moment.
"That affair was very well managed," said
·Dick to himself. "Joe must have come up unexpectedly and hid in the barn."
Dick knew that Giles was a Tory before this,
but now the man could not pretend to be otherwise.
"He tried to make me think he did not know
me, but it was evident that he did. Now he has
shown his hand, however, and he mu!;t put away
all pretence."
The redcoats came flying on after Dick, but
there was no catching him, now that he was
mounted on Major. There was no horse anywhere about that could overtake that beautiful
black, once Dick let him out. The redcoats soon
discovered this, and gave up the chase, fearing
that they might be led into a tr~p. As soon as
Dick saw that they had abandoned the pursuit,
he went at an easier pace, keeping his eye on the
road, however, lest other redcoats should come
from another direction. He saw nothing to cause
alarm, however, and at last reached the camp.
Half an hour later Lame Joe came up on horseback and asked to see him. Sam SanP.erson, who
was on guard, had heard about the lame boy,
and recognized him at once.
"Go and tell the captain, Harry," he said.
There were two boys n ear, each of whom were
named Harry. They were Harry Thurber and
Harry Judson, and were fast friends.
"All right, Sam," they both said, as they ran
o~

•

"H'm! I never thought of their both being
Harry," laughed Sam.
When Dick came up, he welcomed Joe, who had
(li ~ m6unted , and took the lame boy to his tent,
sending for Bob and Mark.
"How did you know~ that there was a plot
against me, Joe?" asked Dick.
"I did not, at first, but as I came up quietly, I
heard Tim telling the cook that they would soon
have you in Germantown."
"They did not see you ? "
"No; they were in the kitchen, and I was under the window."
"And then?"
"I stole into the barn and hid. The gun was
in the barn, but I did not have time to load it."
"Not load it?" asked Bob and Mark in one
breath.
Dick smiled.
"The gun was no t loaded, Joe?" he repeated.
"No, but the redcoats and that treacherous
Tory landlord thought it was."
"That was as good as if it had been," laughed
Bob. ·
"You saw me throw the gun aside, Captain ?"
the lame boy a sked, with a smile.
"Yes, but I thought you did not want to be
encumbered with it as well as with your crutch."
"It was a daring thing to do, threaten an
armed man with a useless weapon," said Mark.
"It was their thinking it was dangerous that
made it so," ansv·;ered Dick.
"They had planned the affair well," continued
the lame boy. "When they saw you coming
the.Y sent the horses away by the back road
which you could not see, the men hiding in a
cellar Just under the taproom."
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"I ·went to the barn with Major myself to
They always kept a sharp watch on the camp,
see that no one was hiding there,'' observed whether they expected an · enemy or not, and so
the y were no more watchful than usual. It
Dick.
· "That Giles is a clever rascal," remarked Bob, the Tories did come, the boys would be ready
"and the boy Tim is an apt pupil."
for them 1 and that was all that need be said . It
"Now that we are sure of them, we will know was growing late, the fires had nearly died out,
how to deal with them," Dick replied.
and all was still around the camp. Sam, on
Sam Sanderson, walking up and down out- guard at the same point as during the afterside the camp, presently saw three or four rough noon, presently heard a suspicious sound.
looking boys approaching his post. He did not
. "They are coming!" he said to himself.
like their appearance, and decided at a glance
Then he made a sound of the chirping of a
that they were Tories.
cricket, repeating it several times. In a few
"If they are not some of the fellows with minutes the crickets were chirping all around.
whom Dick and Bob had the trouble with this the camp. The Liberty Boys were signalling to
morning,'' he said to himself, "I t am greatly · each othe1· that the enemy were coming. At
mistaken."
length the tread of a considerable body of men
The boys approached cautiously, looking all coming on at a rapid pace could be heard
most
about them, and one of them said:
distinctly. The fires burned ]ow, not a sound
"What's this here, a fair?"
could be heard from the camp, and, as the , To"Does it look like it?" Sam retorted.
1·ies came on, they decided that the Liberty Boys
"Let us go in?"
must all be asleep.
"Certainly,'' said Sam. "Walk right in and
look around."
One of the boys had a black eye, and·. the
nose of another was swollen. Sam was pretty
CHAPTER IX.-Alice and Edith Abducted.
su re that the bruises had been inflicted by either
Dick or Bob or botH. Once inside the camp, the
As the Tories neared the camp one or two of
bullies would be detained oh suspicion of being the fires flared up, thus revealing its position.
spies. One of them now whispered to the others,
"Charge on 'em, fellers, run 'em out!" yelled
supposing he was not heard:
one of the leaders. "Drive out the blame young
"Don't ye go in there, ye fools . If ye do, ye rebels!"
will get arrested."
Then all the fires suddenly fla red up brightly.
·
"Wull, I reckon we know that!" whispered one At the same moment the Liberty Boys leaped to
of the others. Sam signalled to some of the boys, their feet.
u sing a natural sound, and three or four of
"Charge!" cried Dick.
them approached.
The Tories were seized with a sudden confu"Ya, ye rebels, ye think ye're goin' ter ketch sion, as they saw the boys rise up from the
us, don't ye?" snarled one of the Tory boys, for ground, as it seemed. When the boys charged,
such they were, spl"inging back.
they simply turned and fled in all directions.
"Rebels, rebels, we know where yer camp is The gallant boys routed them without firing a
now, anyh0w!" they all yelled, hurrying away.
shot. They could hear the Tories running this
"Those fellows will fetch the redcoats,'' said way and that for some time, crashing through
Harry Judson.
the bushes, tumbling into the ditches, and thun"They would hardly dare to come as far as dering down the road. The plucky boys pursu ed
this," remarked the other Harry.
them for a short distance only, laughing at their
"They might bring Tories though ,'' observed fright. At last the sound of the retreating ToWill Freeman, an9ther of the Liberty Boys.
ries was no longer heard, and the boys went
"They would have to fetch a thousand then, back to the camp, greatly amused at the panic
if they took the usual odds," laughed George of the enemy. All ·was quiet before long, and
Brewster, a New Jersey Liberty Boy.
they were not again molested that night.
"They will try and make trouble, you may be
"If a lot of undisciplined ruffians think they
sure," declared Phil Waters. When Dick came can break up our camp,'' sputtered Bob, the next
along, with "Lame Joe," Sam told him about morning, "they will find themselves very much
the Tory boys.
mistaken."
"I think they are some of those you met this
"I think they have done it,'' laughed
morning, Captain, by the looks of their eyes "and I don't believe they will repeat theMark,
misand noses," he added with a laugh.
take."
"Do you think they were looking for the
Soon after breakfast Dick
Bob set out on
camp, Sam, or that they came upon it by their horses to see the girls. and
When about halfchance?"
way to the house they heard the hurried tramp
"I think it was by accident, for they seemed of horses. In a few moments two riderless horses
quite surprised at seeing it here. They used came dashing toward them.
their eyes pretty lively while they were here."
"Hello! those are the girls' horses !" cried Bob.
"They will bring men and try to run us out."
"So they are. Something must have happened,
"That's what some of the boys think, Cap- quick!" answered Dick.
tain."
Then the boys quickly halted the horses, alld
"It suits me to stay here, for the present, Dick flew on. Presently
he came to a point in
so we must keep a lookout for them."
the road where the fence
broken down, and
When night came there w~re no more guards there were many confused was
as if a strugset than usual, nor were the boys any more gle had taken place. Then tracks,
the trail Jed into the
vigilant.
woods, Dick leaping to the ground and quickly
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following it. There were the track s of two or
three men, and of the girls, Dick knowing th eir
I

"The g-irls must have been on the way to the
ean1,- ,, .. ~ n ency we re waytaia by th ese m en'l'ori es, no doubt," said Dick to himself.
Then Bob came along with the two horses.
Dick signalled to him to follow, leaving the
horses at the roadside. Bob was soon with him,
and both followed the trail rapidly. Suddenly
Dick exclaimed, pointing to a track in front of
him:
"That is strange."
"It is the mark left by a crutch," said Bob.
"Yes, and we know of only one person about
here who uses one."
"Can Lame Joe have joined these ruffians?"
"I can hardly think so. He may have come
upon them. and be now following them."
"Very true, for I don't think he would go in
with such scoundrels."
They hurried on, and soon came suddenly a_pon
Lame Joe himself.
"The Tories have run off with the young ladies," he said. "I meant to follo_w them and then
go and tell you."
· "We met. their horses running away," answered
Dick, "and knew that something had happened,
and th en we found this trail."
"Vvhere a rc your horses?"
" Back at the roadside."
"I will go and look after them, a nd- see t hat
no one s teals them."
"Very good, although I do not think any one
will."
Dick and Bob hurried on, the woods growing
thicker. They were well used to following trails,
however, a nd went on as fast as ever. At length
t he y heard voices, and went on more cautiously.
Then they took different paths and went on, pa m;inJ" at the edge of a clearing where there was a
rude hut, a story in height. In front of thi s were
seven or eight rough-looking men, s itting on
stumps or standing a bout. They did not see
the two girl s, but supposed that they w ere in the
cabin. The men were all a rmed, and Dick reco gni zed som e of them as h a ving been among the
lot whom they had so clever ly outwitted the day
befor e.
"Wull, they won't find 'em here, anyhow,"
growled one.
"An' they've gotter pay us pooty well for gettin' 'em back."
"Yus; they gotter give us ther black hoss, an'
the big gray, an' the i·oan, an' them two sorrels,
a lot o' muskets an' pistols, an' forty pounds."
The big gray was Mark's, the roan belonged
to Ben Spurlock, and the sorrel s were ridden by
the two Harrys.
.
"Yus, an' they gotter surrender Dick Slater to
us, an' we'll give him to the redcoa t s."
"Fur ther reward, o' cour se ?"
"Suttingly, we ain't givin' of him up fur nuthin'."
"0' course not."
The boys dared not attack so large a party, fo1
fear that something might happen to the girls.
Dick signalled to Bob to get around on the other
side where there were no men. They both did
10, working through or behind the thicket till
they were at the back of the hut. There was no

cloot' at the r()ar , but there was one window. All
the men were in front, and the boys coulrl a dvance without being seen, keeping th e hut i11
line. The hut was nearer to the woods he re
than it was in front, also. The boys wer e no w
close together, and Dick whispered :
"If we can reach the hut, one of us ca n go in
and see if the girls are there."
"They probably are," answered Bob.
"Yes, but we want to be sure."
They advanced_ rapidly and cautiously, and
reached the hut without being seen. Then they
listened but could hear nothing. Dick gave Boh
a signal, and the young lieutenant stooped, re:::ting his hands on his knees. Dick sprang lightly
upon Bob's back and looked in at the window.
The .girl s were sitting on a bench near the doo1·.

•.

CHAPTER X.-"Lame Joe" Helps the Boys.
'

Dick imitated the chirp of a cricket, r epeating it in a peculiar manner. The girls looked
up. and Edith said :
" Why, there--"
Alice put her h and over her friend 's mouth.
Fortunately there were none of the T ories nea (
enough t o ·take the alarm.
"Ar e you bound?" Dick whispered.
"No," replied Alice.
"Do you dar e run out a nd join us at t he r ear
of the hut? "
"The men a re wa tching it."
"Never mind, we will try some other plan."
Then Dick · j umperl lig htl y to th e gro und.
"Got your kn ife, Bob ?" he whi spered.
"Yes.''
"Th is thi ng- is ve ry ol<l a nd rotten. I think w e
can cut a h ole in it wit hout trou ble."
Bob d rew a st out knife from hi s pock et ancl
began to cut into the slabs of which t he hut wail
built. Dick qu ickly joined him in th is wor k ,
cutting about two feet away. T he wood wail
thin, a nd, having been exposed to all sorts of
weather fo r yea rs, was rotten. The boys cut
through it a_s through cha lk, and soon removed
a slab t wo f eet long. The men outs ide were all
talkin g a n ima tedl y a nd making a g ood deal or
noise. The boys cut into the wood with t h eir
knives, and then used their hands a nd pulled off
another slab. There was too much noise outs ide
for the men to hear that made by the boys , a nd
they made as little as possible. The girls stood
near the door so that the men should not see th e
boys at work. At length a hole two feet wide
and three high having been cut in the wall, Dick
,,.ave fl low whistle. Alice made Edith g et
through the hole first, and then she followed.
Then they all hurried away, making as litt le
noi ~ c i>s possible.
They kept the hut between
themselves and the men til! they were well into
the woods and running less chance of being seen.
Then they turned off at an angle and made for
the road, Dick having a good idea of the direction in which it lay. They had struck into the
trail which they had followed in going to the
hut, when they heard sudden loud yells.
"They have discovered the girls' escape," said
Dick. "Quick_:..we must reach the road ahead of
themt"
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He then took Alice in his arms and hurried on,- they nevec· thc t1g ht that we might be coming
Bob dolng -the same with Edith, to save time. along at just about that time."
"The tro ub le with men of that sort is that
T he Torie's would lose it unless they hurried
straight to the road. Before long the boys could they don't think," dryly.
The g irls were well received at the camp, for
hear them coming on, yelling and making a terrific outcry. Then they saw them, ,but by this all the boys knew them and admired them for
time they were in. sight of the road. T hey reach- t!ieir many sterling qualities as fot their charm
ed this none too soon, and ...,£Ut the girls on their of mann er.
" Have you seen anything of the Tories, men or
horses.
"Hui-ry on," said Lame Joe, entering the wood. boys, since we ha v·e been away?" Dick asked of
l\Iark.
"I will see to these fellows."
"No, Captain; not a sign. I think their ex"They will see you," said Dick.
"No, they won't," and the lame boy suddenly p erience of last night w'as ei\ough to last them
some time."
sank to the ground.
"They tried ,it again this morning," r.huckled
The boys sprang upon thci,i· horses, but they
were loath to leave their companion. They could Bob, '·Gu t then I don't think they expected to
n ot see him, however, and the Tories were com- meet us so soon."
'"They did not attack you?"
inc: on in hot haste. As he was ridi!lg away;
"No; they showed th eir bravery by running
Pick loolrnd back and saw the leading Tory suddenly pitch forward in the most unaccountable ofi' with the girls."
"H'm! just like them. I hope you gave them
r umner and fall in a heap in the path. The man
behind him, coming on at a tremenrlous pace, fell a thrashing."
"No, we did not: but Lame Joe used his crntch
o·:er him, and there was great confusion. 'IM
third and fourth men were unable to Rto p, and on tJ1ein with l\"OOd effect.''
Bo~ then had to tell the whole story, the boys
they fell over the rest, thus incr0asi!lg t!'ie tangle.
Then, of a sudden, Lame Joe i!ppea'·ecl with his ' being greatly amused as well as in te1:ested. The
crutch, dashing rapidly across the road and dis- girls remained to dinner, Patsy doing- his best
in the culinary line, and providing a perfect
appeared.
"Joe hjd in the path and t r i.J> j1ed the first fel- feast. Dick and Bob saw nothing of the Tories
low with his crutch," laughed Dick, as he rode on. when they took the girl s home, nor on their own
"A very clever trick," said Bob; '"but Joe is return, but it was not long before there was
a clever fellow, and you could not expect any- more serious busine s on hand than routing the
Tories.
t hing else."
Bv the time those in the rear harl come up t he
othe-r Tories were getting out of the tangle; but
it was now too late to catch either Dick and Bob CHAPTER XL-Giving the Redcoats a Chase.
or the lame boy.
Beyond the village of Germantown, and about
"\Ve know those fellows now,'' said Dick, "and
if they remain in this section they are liable to a hundred yards east of the road, stood a spaarrest on a charge of abduction, which is a very cious stone edifice, the resi dence .of Benjamin
Chew, chief justice. The ground s were very
serious matter."
"If they know what is good for them," sput- ornamental, containing statuary, rare shrub<> and
tered Bob, "they will leave; but they may think well-kn it groves. Near to the house, which was
th at the British will protect them against the used as quarters for some of th e higher officers, was the camp of the Fortieth regiment of
'rebels,' as they call us."
"Perhaps," answered Dick, "bllt if the enemy infantry, under Colonel Musgrave. Dick had
does not advance, and I run across any of these n oticed this camp when he went to Germantown,
fellows, I will arrest the111 myself and turn them and n ow wishing to ascertain if the enemy had
advanced any since that time, he mounted :VIajor
over to the authorities."
"They were trying to get even with us for and rod e off toward the village. H ~ saw no
signs of any redcoats at the inn as he approachyesterday and last night," said Bob.
"But those were boys yesterday," observed ed, and he rode by without fear. There might
have been no one in the tavern for all the atAlice, "while these were men."
"We met men and boys on the way back,'' ex- tention he received.
"If there were any redcoats there, they would
plained Dick.
"And the men came last night and were routed not let me get by so easy," he said to himseH.
When he was out of sight of the inn, he enwithout a shot being fired," added Bob, with a
tered a wood and climbed one of the tallest trees
chuckle.
"I am afraid that the enemy means to advance," he could find. He had left Major in the woods,
observed Alice, "and that is what makes these instead of on the road, for safety. He was not
afraid of the noble animal being stolen, but of
Tories so bold.''
"I don't think it is that," declare<l Dick quietly. being r ecognized, as he was well known to the
"No, they think that we are only boys, and enemy. Reaching the top of the tree, he began
will run at sight of them, like their own cow- to look about him. He looked first toward the
inn, and, to his surprise, saw a reel flag fl ying
. ardly boys," sputtered Bob.
"They are not likely to think so any more," from the cupola on top.
"That's a signal,'' he said to himself. "They
rejoined Dick, with a · smile.
'.'No, not since we showed them that we are saw me pass, l!!nd this is to notify the enemy."
Then he looked toward the village and could
not afraid of a little noise and shouting."
, "Running off with you girls was the only way easily make out the camp at Chew's house.
There was nothing n earer than that, but preir
they could get revenge," continued Dick, "but
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ently he saw a party of a dozen redcoats come
out from among the trees near Chew's house.
He watched them for a few moments till he made
sure that they were coming his way.
"Our friend Giles has signalled to the redcoats
that I am coming, and now they will come this
way to catch me."
He had iearned all he could, and now he der;cended rapidly. Leading Major to the road,
he mounted and then li sten ed. He heard the
sound of hoofbeats, but knew that there was
only one person coming.
"Who can this be?" was his thought. "A spy,
or just a wayfarer?"
The newcomer shortly come in slght. It was
Lame Joe.
"There are redcoats apptoaching," the lame
boy said.
"Yes, I saw them set out," answered Dick.
"Were you on this road? [ saw noth in g- of
)'OU."

"No, I was up in a tree," laughed Dick. "Ah!
they are coming. I think we had better be going."
"Yes, they are going to the inn, no dou\>t."
-"They expect to catch me or some obker patriot," Dick said. "They were notified of my
coming by Master Giles, of the tavern yonder."
The lame boy looked puzzled, a nd Dick ex• plained.
"Did you suspect this· when you climbed the
tree?"
"No, but thought I might see something that
way, as well as by going on.'1
The tramp of horses was now quite di stinct.
"They are tired of - waiting, and are coming
on to the inn to enjoy a pot and a pipe."
They rode on at good speed and at length
came to the inn. Halting, Dick beckoned to the
pot boy, who was serving some men at a table
under a tree.
"What would you like, sir?" asked the boy,
coming forward.
"Tell your worthy master," said Dick, "that I
saw his signal from the house top, as I saw your
own, the other day, and was warned by it."
"The signal?" repeated Timothy. "I don't
think I understand you, sir."
"Yoi.! are not as stupid as you are trying to
make out," said Dick. "At any rate, your master will understand my message, so deliver it
to him."
·
"They are coming," said Joe.
"Yes, I hear them, but there is not a horse
wlth them that can overtake me on Major."
They now ro<le on, the tramp of the horses
belng much plainer than before. In fact, they
wf're still in sight of the inn when they saw the
redcoats ride up.
"Get away, Joe," said Dick. "l will lead them
a chase while you escape."
"Very good," said the lame boy, darting ahead.
Dick rode at an easy gait, and the redcoats
thought they were sure to catch him. They
came dashing on, but presently Dick halted in
the middle of the road, whipped out two pistols,
and shouted:
"Have a care, gentlemen. I am a dead shot."
The redcoats quickly halted, evide ntly greatly
lSb)nished. Captain Knowles, who was in t:1e
''c;...d, ne;if,,, fell ofl' W." hor""'· h~ reitu•d in so

suddenly. Then he grew angry at his own
fright, a nd snapped:
"Why, you impertinent young rebel, [ could
shoot you off your horse at twice this distance."
"I'll go ahead and let you try it," laughed
Dick.
Then he suddenly wheeled and dashed away at
full speed. The redcoats were too much astonished to fire at once. When they did, their bLt!lets flew wild, for Dick was around a bend in the
road before they could get anywhere near him.
Lame Joe had disappeared down some by-lane,
and was nowhere to be seen. Dick dashed ahead
for some distance and then halted again and
waited for the redcoats to come in ight. When
they did so Dick s uddenly fired three or four
shots in quick succession. This was done more
to a larm the redcoats than to injure them. He
shot off the wig and hat of Captain Knowles, revealing the officer's very bald head and making
him present a most ridicu lous appearance. Then
he sent a bullet so clo'le to the ear of Lieutenant
Bowles that the redoubtable warrior fairly jumpd out of the saddle and sat in the road in a
very undignified position. The redcoats sent a
number of · bullets rattling after him, but none
hit him, and he flew on at a rate which none of
the enemy could equal, and they soon gave up
t he chase in disgust.
·

CHAPTER XII.-An Important Capture.
It was approaching evening when Dick reach··
ed the camp. Soon after supper Sam Sanderson
came to Dick's tent and said:
"The lame boy is without and desires to see
you."
"Conduct him here, Sam," said Dick. "He may
have information of importance to communi··
cate."
Sam went away and soon returned with the
lame boy.
·
"I have some news which may interest you,
Captain," the latter said.
"Of the enemy, Joe?" asked Dick.
"Not of the British, but these Tories are our
enemies also."
"They are not intending to attack our camp
again to-night, are they?"
"No, for this is too dangerous. They are
waiting in a lonely part of the TOad, about a
mile from here, to waylay a rich old Tory who
is driving- in to Germantown to-night with a
coach-and-four."
"One of their own kind, eh?" said Dick.
"He is rich, and thinks it wiser to live in Germantown than in the lonely place where he
does."
"He fears that he may be robbed?"
"Yes, although he says he wants more company.
I overheard these rascals talking it over."
"lf he is a Tory," said Bob, "I don't see why
we should protect him against these fellows. He
would not do the same for us."
"No," answered Dick, "and yet it is not right
for him to be robbed. They may even murd·er
him b get his\ money."
"; thi nk it V<:!ty. likely," obser ·<ed L::u:n.e Joe;
"1':1ev are <i: :.1eJ '!""

;
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"Yes."
"How many are there?"
"Six."
"Not as big odds as one would think," muttered Bob. ·
"They don't want to divide the money among
too many," laughed Mark.
"How soon do they expect him to pass, Joe?"
Dick asked.
"Jn about an hour."
"It is a lonely place?"
"Y cs, and dark at all times. The tn!es grow
very thiclt, and it is in low ground."
"Come, boys," said Dick, "we must prevent this
robbery. Mark, pick out half a dozen trusty
fellows."
"E"en, Sam , the two Harrys, Will and George,"
said Mark at once.
"Very good , and with th em we'll have Phil Waters, Ezra Barbour, Paul Ben son and Joel Walker."
The boys were soon in the saddle and on the
way to the scene of the intended robbery.
"It is all right, I uppose, fo r Dick to prevent
l'Obbery, and perhaps murder," muttered Bob,
"but the Tories would never do it for us."
"I don't suppose they would," said Lishe Green,
"but the cap'n ain't lookin' at it that way."
"No, and I w9n 't say he js not right, but I
don't like to do favors · to Tories."
"No; but I guess ye would if the cap'n axed
ye."
"I suppose I would," with a laugh .
The boys rode cautiously, so a s not to alarm
the waiting Tories. At length they halted, at a
word from Joe, and went on at a walk. The
hiding place of the Tories was not far distant.
The boys at length halted and drew up on each
side of the road. The place was dark and still
and very lonely, not a sound being heard, while
the darkness was actually oppressive. Not a
word was spoken, n·o r could any ·-sound be heard
·
from the waiting Tol'ies.
At length the clatter of hoofs was hear.d, growing every moment more distinct. Then the lights
of the coach and the lanterns carried by the outriders could be seen. At a signal from Dick the
boys moved steadily forward. Lame Joe remained in the rear, as he could not get about a s rapidly as the Liberty Boys. On came the coach,
and now then- was a sudden rush from the thicket at the side of the road.
"Stand and deliver,!"
"Your money or your life!"
"Down with 'em, fellers; kilJ the old villain if
he don't give up his money."
Then there was another rush.
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" cried Di ck. "Down
with the Tory highwaymen!"
"Liberty forever! Scatter the robbers !" echoed
the gallant lads.
By the light of the lantern s the Tories saw a
dozen L iberty Boys bearing down upon them.
They did not know how many m ore there were,
and they did not stop to learn. Jn a moment
they were darting into the wood s on one side or
the other, or up the road. It was Dick's intention to escort the coach as far a s the tavern , and
then to let it proceed on its wa y. When the
robbers had fled, however, the driver having

stopped his horses, a crabbed old man stuck. hi i;
head out of the coach window and snapped:
"How dare you stop me, you rebels? Stand
aside or I'H drive right over you!"
"You are at liberty to drive on, sir," said D:ck.
"We have no intention of robbing you."
"Ha! don 't tell me that! What are you doing
here, you miserable rebels?"
"We came to prevent a robbery. These men
_were overheard pl otting to rob you."
"H'm! give the young i·ebels sixpence apiece
and tell 'em to go. That's as much as they ought
to get."
"We want no reward," said Dick, "and we will
escort you in safety t o - "
"Get ~rotection from rebel s ?" protested the
'H'm! you will want protection yu ·n other.
selves when General Howe knows that your rebel
g eneral is coming on and--"
"Seize the dri ver and outriders, boys !" c1 ie<l
Dick. "Don't Jet one get away. "
The angry old Tory suddenly di scovered t hat
he had Jet his wrath g et the best of him. Be
had somehow learned that Washington was advancing, and in hi s fury he had betrayed his pu8session of this knowledge. The men wer e seized
and some of the Liberty Boys took their p!act:s.
Dick dismounted, sat beside the old Tor y and
said:
"Tell me all about this matter, and how you
came to know of it."
"I won't tell you a word!" snapped the Tory.
Dick clapped a pistol to the obstinate old fellow 's head.
"Tell me!" he hissed.
.The old man trembled violently, turned the hue
of ashes, and gasped:
"You will find the papers in .&y pocket. Word
was sent to me."
"Dick called to Mark to enter the coach. He
searched the old Tory and found letters to General Howe, telling him of the advance of Washington's ar.m y toward Germ~antown.
"General Howe shall learn all thi s, but not
now," said Dick. "Drive on, boys. This person
will be our guest in camp to-night."

CHAPTER Xlll.-Victory Turned to Defeat.
Dick's determination to prevent the robbery
of the old Tory had been of greater benefit to
himself than he had imagined. It was the Tory's
unreasonable anger that had betrayed him, of
course. Still, if Dick had not been there, he
would not have secured t he information. Lame
Joe was as much astonished a s Dick and the Liberty Boys to learn that the old Tory knew of
the advance of the patriot army. Had he gone
through , Howe would have known of th e coming
of the patriots, and would have been prepared to
meet them. The driver an<l outriders would , no
doubt, have been able to beat off _the Tories, befo.g well armed. Dick had not known thi s or he
would not have interfered, and now he real ized
that it was a most fortunate thing that he had.
The old Tory pr otested at being kept a prisoner, even if no hann came to him. His pistols
were of no avail, however, and he and his servants were obliged to the guests of the Liberty
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Boys for that night. They were carefully guarded, although they had every comfort, and were
The
treated with the greatest consideration.
Tory's papers were gone over carefully, and Dick
had no reasdn to doubt the information they contained. Tory ·spies had heard of Washington's
departure, and had sent word ahead to the old
man, who had meant to give it to H..owe. . In the
night a messenger arrived at the catnp with instructions to Dick to join the advancing army
in the early morning. This was proof positive
that the Tory's information was reliable. Befm·e dawn, of a dark, foggy morning, the Lib, erty Boys broke camp and were on the march.
As the old Tory could be regarded as an enemy,
if not a spy, he was forced to go along. When
the advance guard came · up, he was sent off
about his business, as he could then do no harm.
If there had been less stir and bustle, he would
probably have been ,put under arrest, but now he
was simply hunied aside. An elabora.t e plan of
attack had been made, and the troops were now
moving forward. There were two or three roads
to Germantown, and upon these moved forward
the differ~nt divisions of the attacking army.
Dick put himself under the orders of General
Wayne, with whom the Liberty Boys had fought
before. The lame boy disappeared soon after the
arrival of the troops. Dick had no doubt that
he' would make himself useful, however. It was
a dark, foggy morning when the patriots began
to advance by the different roads to Germantown.
The plan was to make several simultaneous attacks, so as to take the enemy completely by surprise. Wayne was to . advance along one ro-ad,
Greene by another, and Armstrong by still another. There was a heavy fog, the roads had
been ba:l. ~.nd the troops did not emerge from
the woot.i,, on Chestnut Hill till after daybreak.
A detachment was sent ahead to attack the enemy's picket at Allen's house. The alarm was
soon given, and the il'l6tant roll of a drum was
heard, calling the redcoats to arms. The picket
guard discharged their two six-pounders and retreated down the south side of Mount Airy to
the battalion of light infantry, who were forming
in line of battle. As the patriots pursued them
Ute sun arose, but was soon obscured. Wayne
led the attack, the gallant Liberty Boys cheering
as they found themselves once more in active
service. The enemy fell back, but soon rallied,
and a hot fight began. The enemy soon gave
way again, but, upon being supported by the
grenadiers, returned to the charge. Sullivan's
and Conway's brigades joined in the attack, the
rest of the troops being too far to the north to ,
give any assi,stance.
The enemy fled, . hotly pursued by Wayne, the
fog and the smoke making a darkness which was
most confusing, some of the patriots at times
firing upon their comrades. The whole of the
enemy's advance fled into the village, pursued by
Wayne, leaving their tents standing, with all their
baggage.
Colonel Musgrave, with six companies of the
Fortieth, threw llimself into Chew's house, bar-ricaded the doors and lower windows, and took .
post above stairs. The residue of the divisions
tame up and Musgrave opened fire upon them,

Some of the officers were for pushing on and
leaving the house unmolested, but General Knox
stoutly objected to leaving a fortress of the
enemy in the rear. Half an hour was lost in
trying to force the house, and the action was
disconcerted on account of the brigades being
separated from each other. The original pla n
of attack was only partly carried out, the fog
and smoke rendering all objects indistinct at- a
few yards' distance, and then a sudden most unaccountable panic seized upon the troops. Division after division fell back without seeming ' to
know the reason. \Vayne's troops, who ha d pursued the enemy nearly three miles, were suddenl y alarmed by the approach of a body of
American troops, whom they mistook for' the
enemy. Then they fell back, in defiance of a ll
the effoxts of the officers to rally them. The
Liberty Boys remained firm, -but with the men
on all sides fleeing when victory was certain, they
were' at a great disadvantage. The enemy, having recovered from their first surprise, now advanced, Lord Cornwallis coming up from Philadelphia with a division of light horse. As every
one was retreating, the Liberty Boys fell back
to their old camp, where they resolved to wait
for further orders. What might have been a
victory was turned to defeat, but the patriots
had shown that they could face disciplined troops,
and but for an unfortunate mistake, would have
won the day. ·
"Never mind," said Dick, "the war is not yet
over," and all the boys cheered.

CHAPTER XIV.-The Lame Boy's Story.
Washington had been reinforced by the arrival
of twelve hundred troops from Rhode Island, under General Varnum, and by nearly a thousand
from Pennsylvania, Vir~inia and Maryland. He
therefore drew near to Philadelphia, and took a
1stron g position at White Marsh, fourteen miles
from the city. Large bodies of militia were now
detached to scour the roads in the vicinity and
intercept all supplies going to the enemy. This
was a task just suited to the tastes of the Liberty Boys. They could move rapidly, attack an
enemy, and be off in a moment if the latter
proved to be too strong, and come up a.gain at
an unexpected moment. When the boys heard
the instructions of the commander-in-chief,
therefore, they were greatly pleased.
"There will be plenty of work," added Mark.
"We'll have enough to do to keep us from
getting too fat," laughed Ben.
"It'll make no differ to Cookyspiller," said Patsy. "He would be fat, no matther what happened."
"You vas eated too much to make you fat,"
retorted Carl.
"An' how ls that?"
"You was eated so much dat it was make you
din to carried it around already."
"Go'n wid yes!" said Patsy.
The boys were getting ready to send out scoutin~ parties when LB:me Joe came into the camp.
Thi s was the first tune they had seen him since
just before the unfortunate battle of Germantown. They were sure that he brought news,
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and we1·e eager to learn wha t it was. T he lame
boy wen t to Dick's t ent at the invita t ion of the
young captai n. Then Bob and Mark were sent
for.
"You h ave news ? " Dick said inquiring ly.
"Yes. I know of a wagon train th at mean s to
work its way secretly into Philadelphi a unde r
cov er of the n ight."
"With supplies fo r th e enemy?"
"Y es."

"Then we must intercept it . You know where .
it will be t o-nigh t ?"
"Yes. Oul' frien d, Giles, at t he tavern, ha d
info rmat ion concernin g it, whi ch r obtained."
"Good! You can di rect me to the pl ace without goi ng with us ?"
"I can ."
"Jt must be arduous for you to make your way .
about the country even on horseback, lame a s
you are?''
" Yes, it is," said Joe, "but I ha ve a duty to
perform. "
''Your service to your country?"
''Yes, but there is another a s well, and that is
why I go about from place to pla ce."
Dick look ed inter ested , and Joe continued:
"I am in search of one dear to m e, who has
been m is sing fo r two years or mo1·e, since bef ore
the beginnin g of the war, in fact."
"A relati ve ?"
"Yes ; a sister. She was stolen when a child,
between fou r and five y ears of age. She would
now be seven."
"Do you know if she still lives?"
ft l am not certain that she is dea d, and so I
k eep u o my search. I became a spy, going from
place to place, that I might look for her." .
"By whom was she stolen?"
"Someti mes I think they were gypsies, and
sometimes I am inclined to think they were travel in g m ount ebanks, tumblers and jugglers."
"There were such p eopl e near a t the time?"
''Yes.''

·

"And you have followed such bands ?"
"Yes, ·bu t with no success to speak of."
"You have had no trace of her? "
" I wou ld hear of a child b eing with this or
th at band, but when I came up with it, I would
find that it was not my Rosa. "
"You have no other ·relations?"
"N one whom I care for," and Joe's forehead
clouded.
Dick felt sur e t hat there was some my stery
here, but he said nothing.
"There is an uncle, my father 's brother," the
boy said at length. " I do not like him. "
The boys remained silent, and at length Joe
continued:
"Tf she were proven dead befor e her eighth
year , it would ·mean wealth to him. If I died
before coming of age, it would mean still more."
"Y ou a r e p os ~e ss ed of means, then ? "
"No, but t here will be much if I live. I! I
die, m y uncle profits."
"You t hink he has spirited the child away?"
"I do n :)t k now. H e has the wlll t o do it, but
I do n ot k now if he has. That I cann ot prove."
"Do you suspect him ?"
"I hav e n othing on which to ba se my suspicions."

.

lb

"Has he <lone anything toward recovering the
little one? "
"Re claim s that he has, but 1 keep away from
him."
"Wher e was the last p-lace whe1e y<"l beard
the child was ?"
"ln Philadelphia."
"And you went th ere?"
"Yes."

"A nd learned nothing?"
"I saw a child, but it was not Rosa. "
"Who were th e people who had her? "
"Mountebanks. Th ey said the child was the.ir
own. She may have been."
"How does Rosa look ? I s she fair or dark?"
"She is {air haired, with blue eyes."
"Small or otherwi se ?"
"She was small for her age, but sh e may have
developed since then."
"If there is any way in which we can help you
in your search," said Dick, "we will surely do it."
"I am certain of 'that, Captain," the lame boy
answered.
.
"There is not much to go on, but we have
often followed as slight a clue as thi s, or even
slighter, and have succeeded in our sear ch."
"I kust that you may do so in this case, and
I shall always be grateful to you if you r ecover
my dear little Rosa for me."
"We will do all we can," said Dick, "and now
Jet us know about this supply train."
Joe told all he had learned, which wa s quite
enough for th·e boys to work upon. They would
have some miles to ride, and part of this wa s
through a hostile country. They would have to
exercise caution, but haste would serve them
well, and they resolved to take the ri sk, for the
sake of capturing the supplies. They set off at
dusk in two or three parties, all to meet at about
the same place. although each took a different
route. The train would not pass th e appointell
place until some time during the night, probably
at a late hour. Dick headed one party, Bob went
with another, and Mark had charge of t he third.
If they had all gone together they would have
attracted attention. Goin!! off in sm all er pa r ties
and by differ ent roads, they drew very li ttic notice to themselves.
"Somebody will be surpri sed, though ," laughed
Bob.
CHAPTER XV.-Capturing the Enemy's Supplies
All was dark and still on tlle rnad wher e the
Liberty Boys at length met to wait for th e wagon
train. Dick and his party were in the ro ad, quietly waiting. Farther on, in the direction from
which the train was expected, was Bob.
He
had dismounted his party and put hi s horses in
the wood. His boys lay hidden on either side
of the road. Their plan was to Jet the train go
by without showing themselves. Then when the
train had passed, they would mount, come up
behind, and drive it ahead upon Dick's party.
Mark and hi s boys were only a little way off,
ready to reinforce Dick.
Thf> night was not very dark, the air was just
a little cool, and the boys were all in fine condtt io . ·1n d 'H '· h,. bc>st of "n ir its. At last Bob, who
was keen of hearing, though not as much so aa
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Dick, heard the tramp of horses and the creak of
wagon wheels.
"They are coming," whispered Bob.
"Are there many of them?" asked Ben, who
was near him.
"A pretty good company, I should judge."
At last the boys all heard the train coming.
The escort were not making any more noise than
necessary, evidently knowing the need of caution.
There was no shouting to the horses, no heedless
cracking of whips, and no loud talk. They came
on, utterly unsuspicious that there was an enemy within miles. They passed the ambushed
boys without suspecting it, and Bob let them get
well ahead before he came out. This gave him
a chance to get his boys on their horses without
the escort knowing it. There was a somewhat
larger party than he supposed, also. It would be
just as well to let them get closer to Dick, therefore, before attacking them. Bob and his boys
rode on at an easy pace behind the escort, who
seemed to have no notion of their presence. If
they made any noise it would be drowned by the
sound of the enemy's own horses. A t last, however, knowing that the party must now be reasonably near to Dick, Bob threw away caution
and dashed forward.
"Capture the wagons! Down with the Tories !
Scatter the redcoats!" shouted Bob.
"Liberty forever, away with the redcoats!"
echoed the gallant boys, as they urged their
horses forward. T.he escort, not know.ing how
large a pa1ty there might be behind them, sent
the wagon s ahead at a gallop, and then prepared
to make a stand.
"Down with 'em!" yelled Bob, and all his thirty
boys made noise enough for a dozen apiece.
They presse·d forward vigorously, and the re(icoats fell back so as to be nearer the wagons.
Bob did not care to attack the enemy yet, preferring to push them on upon Dick. It was likely that the latter, hearing the noise, would advance and begin the attack. Bob, suspecting
this, fired a volley over the heads of the enemy,
to draw Dick's attention. The enemy answered
it, thereby assisting Bob to carry out his scheme.
Owing to the darkness and the confusion, no
damage was done by the enemy's fire, although
" the bullets flew around at a pretty lively rate
for a sho1t time. Then the enemy hurried on,
sending the wagons ahead as fast as they could.
Dick, romi ng on with his . party, suddeniy fell
upon tnem, and then Mark, bringing up his boys,
attacked the enemy on the flank, while Bob charged in the rear. All the Liberty BGys wanted was
the wagons, for they had no use for prisoners,
and did not want to be bothered with them. The
redcoats tried to protect the wagons, and to
p1·event their falling into the hands of the Liberty Boys. Mark and Bob kept them so busy
defending themselves, however, that Dick ran off
with the plunder, unseating the drivers and putting Liberty Boys in their places. When he was
well away with the wagons, Bob and Mark drew
off their boys, joined forces, and hurried away
to join Dick. The enemy attempted to pursue
them, but Dick sent the train ahead and then
threw his whole force upon the redcoats. The
latter found the gallant lads too many for them
and were driven back. The boys then pushed on
again; and the ~emy made one or two attemptg

to give them battle. Being repulsed and driven
back as often as they made the attempt, however, they at last gave it up. Then the brllVe
boys went ahead with a shout, and were no
more troubled.
,
Later that day Dick set off toward Germantown in disguise to see if he could learn any
news of the enemy. Reaching the inn where he
had already had so many adventures, he noticed
that there was some bustle and confusion. He
presently learned that a company of acrobats,
tumblers and jugglers had arrived on their way to
Philadelphia.
They expected to make much
money in the city, but were not averse to picking
up a few shillings on the way.
They were preparing to give an entertainment under the trees
in front of the tavern, and were sending out
criers to attract the people. Dick rode up and
dismounted, no attention being paid to him in
the confusion.
"Perhap.s I can learn something of these people," was his thought.
CHAPTER XVI.-The Tumblers.
Dick was not so much interested in the preparations for the show as he was in learning
something of the tumblers. There were two
covered wagons driven up under the trees at
one side. These he watched closely. From one
of these two men and a boy took a faded rug and
various paraphernalia used in the performance.
The rug was laid upon the ground in a level place,
and two or three . chairs and a table were placed
at one edge. The men then brought out soma
cannon balls, Dick suspecting from the way they
carried them that they were not as heavy as
they seemed. Then a set of parallel bars, made
to take apart, was brought out and set up upon
orre side. Other apparatus was produced, and
three or four , trained poodles were led out and
put upon chairs.
"Now, thert, you keep still till we are ready
for you," said one.
A woman wearing a short red skirt, covered
with tinsel, a black velvet jacket and a red cap,
stood at one of the wagons which remained
closed. It was much like a gypsy van, having
steps at the back by which to enter. There wern
benches placed under the trees, and these soon
began to be filled with country people. Then a
number of redepats rode up, and Dick kept his
eye upon Tim, the potboy, and Giles, the landlord. They might recognize him, and he must
be prepared to get away at a moment's notice.
Some of the n;dcoats took seats on the benches,
close to the rug spread out on the ground. Others
remained in the saddle, while a few congenial
souls took seats at a table under the trees and
called for pipes and punch.
"Pipes of punch would be better," laughed
one, "if we must listen to the witless songs of
these people and look at their clumsr tricks."
. "They may not be so bad," said Captain
Knowles, whom Dick had early recognized among
the party. He took good care to keep out of
the line of the redoubtable captain's vision, not
wishing to be recognized. He wore a different
disguise, and had a gray horse, but the captain
might know him, for all that.
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"They are not as bad as they might be, I admit," chuckled the captain's companion, puffing at

~~ng~~

.

"But quite bad enough, I suppose you mean."
"Exactly, and only the reputation of the excellent punch they brew here could tempt me to
stay."
"And the fine Virginia; don't forget that."
"Aye, and can you blame us for wanti ng to
keep these colonies of ours when they grow such
a precious weed?" '
"No, indeed; but there is no tlanger of our
losing them. These rebels will be reconquered in
time."
"Not while you or I live, my boasting captain," was Dick's tb.ought.
Just then a big man in red hose, roomy breeches and a green velvet coat stepped out and said :
"My lords and gentlemen, fair ladies and honest yeomen: We have prepared for your delectation a veritable fea~t of good things this afternoon."
.
"Then let's have 'em, an' stop talkin'!" roared
a rustic in the rear.
"First we have Hercules, the strong man, who
will lift ponderous weights as easily as if they
were feather pillows, tossing them from hand to
hand with an ease and dexterity positively wonderful to behold, the very acme of--"
"Stop talkin' an' let's see him do it," shouted
the rustic.
"Then we have Castor ancl Pollus, the famous
acrobatic twins, who will perform most wonderfully upon--"
"Never mind tellin' us, let's see 'em !" yelled
the troublesom"'t) country boy in the rear.
"We have also the wonderful trained dogs,
Hero ancl Leander, who will--"
"Yus, we all see 'em . Go on with the show an'
stop tellin' u s about it."
.
"If my noisy young friend in the rear will be
patient for a few moments, he will see all he
expects to see and more."
"Hurry up with your old show or we'll think it
ain't ~y good."
·
"Last and greatest of all our attractions," the
showman went on, "is the remarkable child
artist, Mademoiselle Rosa, walking the lofty tight
rope as easily as one walks the floor."
"This must be Joe's missing sister," thought
Dick. "I am glad I waite._d to hear all this tiresome fellow had to say."
"This talented child walks, runs, stands erect
or lies prone on the rope, stretched between two
of these lofty trees, with as much freedom as
though--"
"Aw, stop yer talkin'!" cried the boy behind,
and now many of the crowd laughed and joined
with him in demanding that the show begin.
Then a man beat on a drum while another played the fife, and two boys, evidently stunted in
their growth, began to perform a few ordinary
tricks on the bars. The strong man then lifted
cannon balls and tossed one from his r ight hand
to his left. Once he missed catching the ball, and
it fell with no great weight, upon the rug.
There was a laugh at this, but the strong man
did not notice it, but pretended to lift the ball
with some effort, and then juggled the three of
them. The rustics opened their eyes and mouths,
the redcoats at the table smoked and drank, and

those in the rear clapped their hands. O~hers
performed, and the poodles were made to go
through their tricks. Dick was not interested in any -of the show, which was even below the ordinary. He wished to see the child rope walker,
however, to satisfy himself if she were really
Lame Joe's sister, or as much of an impostor as
the rest. He waited, therefore, while a rope was
being stretched from one tree to another at a
height of about six feet, for a distance of a little more than twenty.
"Now, my generous patrons," said the showman, "while they are stretching the rope, we
wm pass among you and colfect such favors as
you are pleased to shower upon us."
"I guess you won't have to i·un in out o' the
rain," laughed the rustic. "If yer get a shillin'
it'll be all yer old show is wuth."
Many of the crowd laughed, and the party of
redcoats at the table rappe<:l upon it with their
mugs.
"Hear! hear!" cried Knowles. "The rustic possesses more wisdom than one would give him
credit for, from his appearance."
Dick had long since recognized the troublesome fellow as one of the Tory bullies who had
annoyed the girls. The rope being stretched, tha
woman Dick had seen came forward, ascended a
ladder placed against a tree and stepped out
upon it. She balanced herself with a long gailypainted pole, and was not ungraceful. She was
not a child, however, and the crowd began to
show disapprobation.
"Aw, the hull thing is an ole swindle; there
ain't no gal ertall, that's an ole woman."
"You're cheatin' us; give us our money back!"
There would have been a riot, but at this moment the curtains at the back of the wagon were
parted. Then a child of not· more than si x
years, apparently, ran down the steps and up the
ladder to the rope. She was fair, with blue eyes,
and a cloud of golden hair which clustered about
her forehead and n eck and fell upon her shoulders.
"That must · be she, and no one else," said Dick
to himself.
CHAPTER XVIl.-The Load of Hay.
The crowd became quiet as the child stepped
from the ladder to the rope, and without any
balancing pole beg~n to run lightly along it toward the woman. The convivial redcoats ceased
rapping on the table, the rustics stopped shouting, and all present looked on with rapt attention. The child was <lressed all in white, even to
her shoes, and looked more like a sprite than a
human being, as she glided along the rope stretched as tight a s it could be. Dick watched her,
but he also kept his eyes about him, and presently saw the potboy walk up to the mounted
redcoats on the edge of the crowd and whisper
something to one of them. At the same moment
he pointed at Dick. Dick would have gues3ed
what the boy said without his motion; but now
he was sure of it. The redcoat turned and looked toward Dick. Others did the same, and on&
said:
"But that's not the rebel's horse."
•
"I tell you, it is Dick Slater, the rebel," s:iid
the boy, in a hoarse whisper.

•
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Dick sprang upon his horse and said quietly:
You
"Do not alarm the child, gentlemen.
n1ight cause her to fall. I am Dick Slater, and
if you are in the humor for a chase,"l can oblige
you."
Some gf the redcoats were already turning
their steeds in his direction. Dick now dashed
into the road and fairly flew. After him went
the redcoats without causing any alarm. Dick
did not have Major with him, but the horse he
rode was as good as any ridden by the redcoats,
and he was a better rider. Away he went, as
If on the wind, drawing rapidly away from his •
pursuers. The latter urged on their animals
with whip and spur, but he led them, nevertheless. He could have gone faster, but he knew
how to get the best out of a horse without injury to him, and kept on at a steady pace, which
was bound to show in the end. It began to
11how soon, for Dick steadily drew away from
his eager pursuers. They fired at him, but failed
to hit him, and he steadily gained. He turned
once and waved his hat, and then gained more
rapidl y upon the redcoats. Losing sight of them
at a turn in the road, he took a short cut through
a bit of open woods and across fields, thus gaining still more. Being hidden from the enemy,
they did not guess what he had done, but supposed him to be still on the road. At last, fear:
Ing to go too far and fall into a trap, the Britons drew rein and made back to the inn. Dick
reached the camp and inquired for the lame boy.
"He went away about half an hour ago," observed Bob, "but he said he would return this
evening."
"I am certain that I have seen his sister,"
Dick said, "and I would have gotten to her but
for the officiousness of Tim, the potboy at the
tavern."
"That bot.' deserves a good thrashing," sputtered Bob, 'and some day I may have to give it
to him."
"He is doing only his duty, from his point of
view," laughed Mark.
I
"And from mine he is a little nuisance.
think I shall have to give him that licking, jus t
the same."
Lame Joe came into the camp shortly after
dark. Dick told him what he had learned, and
.
added:
"We will ride down to the tave n, and see these
people. It is likely that they are there still, or,
if not; they" are probably in Ger mantown."
The lame boy ·was greatly interested, declaring
that Dick's description of the girl on the tight
rope was that of his sis ter Rosa.
"These scoundrels mu st give h er up," he said ·
with great emphasis. "What a life for a tender
child! 1t is dreadful."
Dick disp:uised him self differently from before, took Ma jor, and rode (o the tavern with
the lame boy. Ev e rythin~1: i;eemed to ·be quiet
about the place, and Dick said to Joe:
"I am afraid that the. tumblers have gone.
There would be mC>rc r oise and bu stle about the
place if they were here."
"Then it is likely that they have gone on to
Germantown?"
"Yes, there are soldiers in the vmage, and they
rmst have their amusements."
"Then we will go there?"

"Yes; but first we can learn if they have gone
th ere."
Dismounting as he neared the inn, Dick made
his way noi selessly toward the rear. He looked
in at the windows as he passed and saw a party
of redcoats playing cards and drinking punch.
The place was no noi sier than usual, however,
He
and he saw no- sign of the mountebank:-;.
meant to look in the inn yard for the covered
wagons, but as he approached the barn he heard
some one say:
"it is strange how word got out about it when
everything was kept so quiet."
"Tim betrayed it, perhaps. He knew of it."
"No, he would not. He is a loyal subject, and,
besides, if he had, he would get such a thrashing."
"He may yet, if Bob sees him," was Dkk's
thought.
"But who could have done it? Everything was
kept secret a s has been the trip to-night."
"Here is something else," Dick ·said to himself,
standing perfectly noticeable in the shadow of
the barn.
"Yes, there is n o way of the rebels knowing of
that, and the arms will pass through the town
by the Lime¥:iln road in safety."
"They will unless the Liberty Boys inte1cept
.
them," thought Dick.
"No one will surely suspect that they are in a
load of ,hay which will pass along the road at
midnight."
"That is well to know," said Dick mentally.
"No, they will not, indeed, and if these mountebanks could be trusted, their carts could have
been usecj for the same purpose."
"They are not to be, and besides the wagons
would not hold enough, while the load of hay
will--"
"Yes, that will deceive everybody."
"Except the Liberty Boys," though t Dick.
"But we will be on the road to meet it and
give it a proper escort."
"Of course, but we'll not be starting for some
time yet, so let us go to the taproom and have
a couple of pipes and a pint apiece."
"Very good. The horses are safe enough till
we want th~m."
The two men then went in b y the kitchen door,
Dick seeing the gleam of their scarlet unifo1·ms
as they passed foto the light.
"Here is another task for the Liberty Boys,"
thought Dick, as he crept noiselessly away.
Joining the lame boy, he said qu ietly:
"There is a consignment of arms going to
Germantown to-night in the guise of a load of
hay."
"Then you must stop it. I will go to Germantown alone."
"You will be cautious?"
''Yes."
"Then I wish you all success. These tumblers
have left the inn and are, no · doubt, at Germantown now."
Dick and the Jame boy then separated, the
young captain going back to the camp, while
Joe took hi s way to the town. The Vberty Boys
were gYeatly e:-,<'itctl when they heard of the
task for the night.
"The enemy will leam how vigilant we are b:»
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and by," laughed Bob. "Some persons learn only
by experience."
·T aking a goodly part of the Liberty Boys,
Dick set out at about ten o'clock for the Limekiln road to intercept a . load of hay.
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"And call us saucy rebels," observed Will Freeman.
'
"Captain Knowles is in command of the escort, I should judge, as I saw him at the inn/
said Dick.
"Then this will be another s'urprise for him,
Captain,"..- remarked Ben.
CHAPTER XVIII.-A Daring Deed.
The boys rode on at an easy pace, the tramp
Th~ night was dark, but Dick knew his way
of the enemy's horses sounding more and mare
thoroughly, and had no fear of going astray. distinct every minute. At last, when the redThere was plenty of time, and the boys rode at coats were almost at .hand, Dick wheeled his
an easy gait. Dick knew. just about where the brave boys quickly and. called out in a loud tonei
escort, coming from the tavet"Ilr would strike the
"Halt! Who goes there? Is Captain Knowles
Limekiln road. When he had reached the road in command?"
·
himself, he posted the greater part of the boys
"Jove! I believe that is the rebel Slater's
and went ahead with a small detachment. They voicei" Dick heard the redcoat captain say, in 11
rode cautiously, for the redcoats might already start ed tone.
have a rrived at the place appointed. When they
"Not so fast, captain," he said. "We have ta.
were near to this, Dick heard the tramp of
ken charge of your load of hay. It has gon'
horses.
· "They are coming," he said. "They are here ahead, toward our camp."
"Jove! this is too much! Charge the rebels!"
betimes, and we have not a moment to lose."
"Not so fast," said Dick~ in a warninl?' tone.
Then they rode back to the main body, with
"The arms --are ours and will remain ours!'
little noise.
"Why, you impudent--"
"They are coming," sa,id Dick to Mark, who
"And pray tell your men not to talk about imwas with the detachment. "They are going to
portant matters. in inn yards. I have picked up
meet the load of hay, no doubt."
important information in such places before now."
"Then we will meet it first," chuckling.
Captain Knowles was well aware that he had
"E xactly."
T hey rode away, increasing their speed the talked too much himself, at times, and felt that
:farther they went, when there was less <danger the warning was as much for him as for his men.
"Charge the rebels!" he cried. "Fire!"
of their being heard. At length they halted and
But Dick had suddenly wheeled again and
hearing nothing behind them, went on less rapdashed around a turn in the road unobserved by
idly.
"The redcoats are coming on- at their leisure," Captain Knowles. The redcoats fired, but did the
boys no harm. Then they dashed on after the
observed Mark.
·
. "Yes, but it must be nearly time for our load plucky fellows, who again halted them farther
on. At length after leading the enemy on and
of hay to arrive."
They went on and at last Dick, listening at- halting them two or three times, every halt being so much gain for the boys ahead, Dick sudtentively, said:
denly cried:
·
"It is coming. We must hasten."
"Now, then, boys, rout 'em! Forward, Liberty
On they dashed, and at last heard clearly the
•
creaking of wheels and the teamsters calling to Boys! Scatter the redcoats!"
the horses. The pretended load of hay, drawn
The boys gave a tremendous cheer and chargby four horses, was coming on at a fairly· good ed. The redcoats, thinking that the whole force
pace. Dick rode ahead with a score of the Lil;>- of Liberty Boys had come up, were taken with a
erty Boys, hal~ of whom he sent on either side panic and fled. The plucky fellows cheered again
of the wagon. Then he quickly signalled to and pursued them for a short distance, soon turning and going on. The drivers were shortly reMark, who sent up ten more.
"Load of arms, going to Germantown?" he leased and allowed to go where they pleased.
"Tell the redcoats not to talk over their plans
said.
in public places," sa!d Dick, "and also that we
"Yes. You are the escort?"
them and mean to capture
"We are; but not to Germantown. Turn your are on the watch for
everything we can. 1'
horses."
The arms were turned over to General Wash"Yes, but I don't understand. The escort was
ington that morning, and Dick received full praise
for Germantown."
"Turn your horses! Quick, boys, . turn them for his watchfulness and for the clever way in
which he had conducted this last affair.
about."
Lame Joe came in about noon and found Dick
One of the drivers suddenly produced a lantern
in his tent.
and flashed the light upon the boys.
"The mountebanks have gone to Philadelphia,"
"Rebels !" he gasped.
The d1·ivers were seized, the horses were turn- he said. "They probably thought there was a
ed, and now the wagon was driven off toward the better field for them there than in Germanto~."
"Then we will go to Philadelphia," answered
nearest road leading to the cam.p. A number of
the boys, led by Mark, went with it, while the Dick prompt ly. "We will probably do better tolar.g e r det achment, with Dick at the head, fo rmed gether than if you went alone."
"Tha t is a dangerous place for you, Captain,"
a rearguar d. At length they heard the redcoats-said She lame boy.
coming on in haste.
"T hey are wondering what can have delayed
"It is always dangerous for me where the enthe load of hay," laughed Ben.
emy is," replied Dick. "I must be cautious, that
"'They will find out directly," replied Sam.
is all."
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"You might be captured and not be able to .
make your escape."
"Then it will be the fo·st time," with a smile.
"You seem utterly fearless, Captain."
"No more than yourself, Joe. Many who had
your infirmity would hesitate to go about as you
do. We will go to Philadelp hia together and get
your sister away from those people."
CHAPTE R XIX.-La me Joe's Search Is Ended.
Dick Slater and Lame Joe set out for Philadelphia in the late afternoon . They took different roads so as not to excite suspicion. Dick
wore a suit which he could turn quickly, and rode
a fa$t horse, but not Major, his own black. He
avoided Germanto wn altogethe r, having no need
to go there now. He was to meet Joe in a certain place in the city, but if either came across
the mounteba nks first, he was to get to work.
Dick bad a pass, and had no trouble i:o entering
the city. Where to look for the tumblers was
the next question.
He concluded to go to the meeting place first,
and then discuss the matter with Joe. On the
way he passed through a market place. Here, to
liis surprise, he found the tumblers. The square
was full of people buying and selling, and there
was great bustle and activity. Stalls were stationed all along- the square, and where there was
none, the country folk had placed hampers on
the ground and were crying their wares. It was
a bu sy place, and all sorts of people were there.
The mounteba nks had drawn their wagons up
in one part of the square and were already at
work. The rug was spread on the ground, and
the two boys were throwing each other about as
:Vick dismounte d . . The woman with the short red
11kirt stood by the steps of one of the wagons,
·watching the people. A curious crowd stood
about, but there was no rope stretched, and Dick
doubted if he would see the child.
After the boys had finished their performan ce,
the woman passed around a hat and collected
quite a number of coppers and small silver coins.
Then the strong man showed his skill, and the
dogs were made t~ go through with their tricks.
Some of the market people had already begun
to light pine torches, but others, not being thus
The
provided, were packing up, ready to go.
~urtains of the wagon were tightly closed, and
11ome one stood by it all the time. The chief
11howman, evidently wishing to take advantage of
every moment, had provided torches, and now,
as the shadows began to gather, these were
lighted.
"Don't go away, good people," the showman
l!houted. "You have yet to see many wonderful things. Signora Anna Conda will now perform her marvelou s f eat of sword swallowin g."
As .it grew darker and the torches flared up
brightly, the crowd increa sed. Dick was on the
outer edge of it watching peo ple coming an<l
going, an<l every now and then keeping his eye
on the wagons an d the tumblers beyond the
ernwd.
"Where .is the child who walks the tight rope?"
eried some one, and Dick recognize d the voice of
()aptain Knowles.
Then · he saw the captain himself, riding his

h orse, on tbe edg e of th e crowd, not fou r ya rds
di stant.
·"All in good t ime, Captain," the sho wman a nswereu.
"I have her e a g olden gui nea for the chil<l herself, if she will app ear. Verily, she is a m arvel."
"You say t ruly, sir. Mademois elle Rosa is unsurpassed. Ther e is none li ke her. F or beauty,
grace, fearlessne ss and dext erity she has not h er
equal. "
"Let us see her, then! " cried a f armer. "I've
been standin' here a whole h ou r, an' I've seen
all the rest. H er e's a shillin' for the gal if she's
any better than the rest. "
" Have patien ce, good people. I have promfaed
you m arvellous things, and y ou shafl not be disappointed . You will now behold the wonderfu l
tight r ope walking of t his amazi ng young creature, Mademois elle R osa."
A tremendo us shout wen t up.
"Remem ber, this g reat artist is engaged at an
enormous expense, so be gener ous."
While one end of a stou t rop e was being fastened to the rear axle of the closed wagon, hat s
were I!assed around and wer e soon fiJJed. Th en
the rope was secur ed at its other end t o a street
lamp· post opposite. Dick now sat in t.h e saddle,
being thus able to see better . Over on one side
he saw Joe at the outer 'edge oft.he cxowd. Th ose
.who had been near the post had dra wn a wa y
when the rope was made fast. Dick had pushed
in 1 and now had a clear lane in front of hi m ,
right to the edge of the ring. All preparati ons
having been made, the woman firs t a scended the
tight rope, walking, dancing slowly and posturing, balancing herself the while with the pole.
The wonian walked to the wagon, jumped down,
and parted the curtains. Then the child ran out
upon the rope and kissed her hand to the people,
while all was silent. The silence was rudely broken by Lame Joe, who cried:
"Rosa, little sist er, come to me!"
."Wafter, brother, where are you?"
·She would J1ave fallen from the rope in her
excitemen t, but Dick quickly urged his horse
down the lane and caught her.
"Thi s child has been stolen," he cr ied, as Joe
pushed .through the crowd. "Here i s her brother.
Is he not, little one? "
"'Yes, yes, that is my dear brother, whom I
have so long wished to see. "
"By Jove! if tha t isn 't Dick Slater, the rebel!" •
·
cried Captain Knowl es.
"Dick Slater , the pa triot, Captain!" cried Dick;
"and catch me if you can."
Then h e dashed off, ·quickly followed by Joe,
and b oth escaped. Rosa , who had been sold to
on e com pa1 y of gypsies or- mounteba nks a nd anothe1, h ad at last been :found, a ncl s~'e and Joe,
whose rea l n ame was \ Valter Mount ford, wer e
never a g ain sep arated.
Joe gave up being a spy, and receivin ;; liis inh eritance, beca me a gen tleman farmer, which was
more suited to hi m. The Libert y Boys ~aw him
from time to tim e, and little Rosa was a fav orjte
of all.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LI BERTY
ON PINE TRE E l JlLL; or, THE
CHARGE OF THE WHITE HORSE TROOP."
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C U R R E N T' N E W S
BOTTLES IN FOUNDATION
Gone are the days of riotous living in Horton,
Kan., as evidenced by the dismantling of a former resort and the construction on its site of a
barber shop. The contractor has utilized the
stocks of bottles in the warehouse and the piles
of flasks in the yard instead of stone as the concrete filling for the foundation. The coffin of
four full quarts stands braced by a half-pint
basket of firewater containers. Bourbon and applejack alike are gone, but their memory still
cl ings to the possible patrons of the shop.
LOST MAN'S BODY F OUND
The body of a man identified as a lumberj;.ick,
who was lost in the woods near Kelliher1 Minn.,
about seven years ago, was found the otner day
by men who were blasting stumps on the farm of
B. M. Armstrong, two and onehalf miles northeast of Kelliher. Rings and clothing were identified by old settlers as belonging to Tom Murr ay an old woodsman who was lost in the woods
one' winter night. It is believed the man attempted to make his way to Kelliher from the
cabin of a settler where he was visiting, and perished.
WOMAN RAISED POTATO CROP
Mrs. Earle Remington, society matron, has just
harvested a crop of potatoes which she raised
herse lf on a vacant acre adjoining her home, No.
1436 Crenshaw Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal. But
she didn't do it, as one might suppose, as an indignant yet practical thrust at the potato pr?fiteers. She did it for chadty. The aristocratic
spuds will be sold for the benefit of the Assistance League of Southern California. Moreover,
t here are some beans and corn coming along that
will go to the same worthy cause.
"I wanted to do something of my very own to
help the league," Mrs. Remingto~ explained,
leaning gracefully on the hoe which she has
made a terror to weeds. "So I took up farming.
I did all the work _myself, except the plo.\!?:~ing,
and I like it. It is great fun wntchmg things
grow and knov.ring that one is doing something
worth while. I believe if more society women
would take UQ the idea there would be less frivolity and more health, as well as more potatoes.
It was lots of fun, and I also acquired a fine coat
of tan.
Mrs. Remington rolled back a sleeve and exhibited some of the evidence. It was very con·
viqcing evidence.
SNAKES AT FASHIONABLE RESORT
Alarmed by the ap pea1·ance of hundreds of
rattlesnakes and copperheads in the vicinity of
Millbrook, N. Y., the fashionable summer colony
of this country, the farmers, and other residents
have organized to destroy the reptiles.
Within two days, two men have been bitten
and taken to hospitals. These are George Swenr.on and Charles Simpson, both of Poughkeepsie.
'ihe former has been employed at Millbrook,
whi.le the latter was there visiting. Swenson
was brought to St. Francis Hospital in this cit,Y.

and Simpson was placed on the N. D. and C.
train at Millbrook and taken to St. Luke's Hospita!, Newburgh. Both are in a critical condiion.
Swenson was sitting on a wan in Millbrook,
when he heard a peculiar whirring sound. Not
recognizing it as anything familiar he looked
about and was horrified to find that he was staring at a rattlesnake, which was coiled ready to
strike. Instinctively, he threw his ha'nd in the
air to shield his face, and as he did so the snake
struck, burying its fangs in his arm. Remembering all that he had heard of first aid in snakebite cases, the young man fashioned a tourniquet
then took his penknife and cut away the flesh
from the part of his arm penetrated by th•
snake's fangs.
ABOUT THE DISMAL SW AMP
The name Dismal Swamp is a by-word everywhere, and a legend has grown up around it of a
dreary, boggy, unknown regi·on of snakes and
dark, clamp thickets, where runaway slaves fled
for refuge. This region is but little better
known to-day than it was when George Washington himself laid out a route through it.
The swamp is old historically. Tbe first settlers at Norfolk and the region round about knew
of it a s a wild, impassable bit of country full of
game and of valuable timber-cypress so good
for making shingles ; juniper, black 'gum and
-~eech. In 1728, Col. 1_3yrd, while trying to establish the boundary ·1me between Virginia and
N?rth Carolina, ran .a survey across it, working
with the greatest difficulty and making only a
mile a day th;-ough the thick growth. He it was
who named it the Dismal Swamp.
Lat~r surveys and _government maps show that
the wilderness contains about 800 square miles
o~ wood and water lying in a tract twenty miles
wi.de a_nd for~y-~~e long, a nd extendin~ twenty
miles mto Virginia and twenty-five miles into
North Carolina. The soil is a sort of rich black
vegetable riiould, dry and caky at some seasons
'
and saturated with water at others.
The whole region is like a huge sponge, alternately dry and .wet, and as the swamp level, curic.usly enough, is twenty feet above tidewater it
'
is the source of many rivers and streams.
There are deer in the woods, but it is the wild
cattle that give the best sport. The ancestors of
these "reed fed" cattle, as they are called, strayed
in from the fields and took up their abode in the
swamp. The result is a race of small active
wild cattle, the flesh of which is a delici~us com~
l.Jination of the qualities of wild game and tame
animalr;.
There is a chance that before many years the
greater part of the swamp will be redeemed from
its present wildness into civilized farm land, but
it will be many years before the bear and wild
cattle and moccasin snakes disappear from their
refuges, and before the rare plants and birds tha t
still · draw botanists and ornithologists from ail
parts of the country will be found only in museum show cases.
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New York to Frisco
On a &1otorcycle
'
---OR---

AFTER THE $10,000 PRIZE
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER XV.-(Continued)
She quickly regained her feet, and stood looking with startled gaze at this new champion, who
had appeared as if from the clouds.
"Oh, look out, he has a revolver!" she screamed, suqdenly, as she saw the fellow's treacherous
movement.
Bob was not looking out, but he was acting.
He twisted the rogue's wrist in such a way that
the man gave a surprised grunt of pain.
"Let go that bag!" cried Bob, in low, vibrant
tones.
He enforced the strength of his words by giving the fellow's wrist another vigorous twist.
"Ough !" groaned the tramp, still holding the
pistol, for he was deter:nined. He had not twisted it into the right position, however, and so
could not pull the trigger.
Bob quickly i·eleased his hold on the man's
knee, by which . he had been holding him face
downward on the sward, and he brought his left
hand up under the fellow's stubby chin.
With a scientific wrestling hold, he suddenly
ferked the man's neck backward, and he suddenly
let forth a hoarse cry of agony, which rang out
•
with horrid distinctness.
He dropped the revolver, and this was enough
for Bob Wendell, who released his fierce hold.
The youth sprang to his feet. He took the weapon with him, and as the big ruffian stag~ere<l
to a standing position, the fellow saw a black
barrel staring him straight in the eye.
"I'll shoot you if you resist!" said Bob.
As he spoke several of the neighbors, hearing
the prolonged screams, came running into the
yard from the different sides.
"Oh, Ws a holdup!" cried one man, swinging a
pitchfork, as he ran up behind Bob.
It might have gone bad for the young fellow,
for he did look desperate there, with the weapon
levelled at the hobo, and the bag of loot in his
own hand.
But he spoke just as quickly as he had a.cted.
"It's no hold · up," Bob said. "I'm trying to
make a hold-down, with this rascal who has been
thwarted in his purpose of robbery."
The young girl corroborated his words, and the
neil?-"hbors lost no time in pinioning the rogue,
while Bob handed over the revolver to the girl,
along with the bag of silver.
"I must be going," said he, "so, ta-ta!"
Without. another word he ran -for the front
fence, vaulted it, and mounted his motorcycle.
Down the road he whizzed, with Keen a close

second.
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The c1·owd ii'. the yard had followed him, and
now were lost m wonder as they saw this rapid:fire worker disappear in a. whirl of dust
"Well, he came, and saw and conquered·,, m uttered one man. "These . city fellows {s sure
:fine."
. But the tramp did not think so, as can be eas.
ily guessed by the reader. .
Bo~ and Keene lost no time now, and the way
the distance and speed were eaten up along the
.
smooth roadway was marvelous
"We must cover another hundred miles before
we stop for our rest.," said Bob
·
"I'm with you, pal."
. Keene and Bob steered along, dodging occas10nal farm wagons, even a few automobiles for
the country folk in this prosperous section ~vere
enabled tq_ buy their own macbines after fine
c?'ops.
At last they were whizzing int-0 the suburbs
of a larger town than they had struck for several
hours.
.As they were going along the shady streets,
with the sunset shadows falling long on the yellow dust of the roadway, a surpri sing sound _
greeted the two of them.
It was the thundering of a horse's hoofs alon.,.
the road behind them. Such speed \vas not
natural jn a quiet town, and the youths lo::iked
over their shoulders.
"It's a runaway!"
"Look out, Wendel!" warned the other cyclist
Bob was directly in front of the two runaways.
and was in no little danger, for he had slackened
up speed because of the town.
He looked back quickly, and as he did so nearly swung off his balance! for the motorcycle ran
over a dust-covered boulaer on the road.
The front wheel turned and nearly spilled him
·
The reins were flying loosely.
An old ma:i sat b.ack, helplessly, holdin g his
ha~d s O';er his face m hopeless despair. In the
qi;1ck ~hmpse he had, Bob could see a beautiful
girl lymg back on the other seat-fainted from
' fnifht at her awfuj predicament.
<?reat" Scott!" muttered the young motorThey are doomed! This . street ends
crchst.
nght. up there, and the horses will throw them
both over that stone wall."
Bob turned ~ack to the road, and threw on the
full spee~ of his motorcycle.
Alon!l's1de ?f the team he sped, trying to catch
the flymg rems.
. No such measures would stop the mad careenmg of the runaway rig. He must jump for their
heads, to st?p the frightened steeds.
Bob was m a quandary.
"I've seen · ~he police in New Yprk do that on
the avenue with a runaway team. But it ruins
the motorcycle or wheel. I'll forfeit my chances
for the race."
Keene had turned now, and was spinning along
the road behind Bob, for he too was not the
sott to let human lives be sa'.crific'ed without an
'
·
effort.
Bob did not see him, but drove his tnoto:rcycle
clo~e beside the team, and then slackened speed
~ little, to eq.u.a!, that of th,e r~a;yrays, for his
had ·beep spinnmg along "at
~· M_. . Spewil
thirty mJles an ·hour--for a brief instant. · · ·
( T o be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
WRIT-SERVER STRIPS HORSE
Sam Page, a local junk dealer, of Bucyrus, 0.,
who lef t his wagon outside a butcher shop door,
returned to find the harness gone and the horse
standing complacently between the shaf ts . A
local const able, Adolph Rinker, had a replevin
issued in a Justice Court on the harness and had
served the replevin while the owner was buying
meat.
PUPIL'S RECORD PERFECT F OR YEARS
Albert Tegen, son of Mrs. August Meyer of
Manitowoc, Mich., gr aduated from high school re·cently with a record, it is believed here, never
equalled. During t he entire fourteen years of his
schooling he never missed a class and has never
been tardy. He w!ll go to the University of Wisconsin next year and says he hopes to finish four
more years of perfect attendance.
DOG GUIDES BLIND MAN
Raymond Randolph !oat his sight at the Battle
of Santiago a nd his Spanish fox terrior, Lucy
acts as his eyes. After having traveled for
years in all parts of t he country, led all the time
by only t he faithful and careful dog, Randolph, a
Baltimore, is now living in t he city again at 125
N orth Greene Street. He earns a livelihood by
selling pin-cushions1 besides tuning pianos and
performing ot her joos. Lucy was born in Spain
of a family tr ained especially for guiding blind
people, it is said. Its master says the dog never
leaves his side for a ny one with good vision, but
will go to another- blind person and lead the wa y
j ust as she does for him.
WILL CONTE ST SETTLED
A will which Isaa c F rank Stone, of Greenwich,
Conn., former p resident of the National Aniline
and Chemical Agency, signed m er el y with a
scratch of the pen, was admi tted t o probate here
b y Judge Radford to-day, following a contest, in
which Gr ace Stone ,.Loyd, of Lynchburg, Va.,
daughter of t he testator, asserted that her father'
was of unsound mind when he executed the will.
T he est ate, as estima ted in the petition,
amounts to $700,000. Grace Stone Loyd is to receive $10,000 outright and the income from $100,000, t he principal to rever t to her children on her
•
death.
SOME REMARKABLE RUINS
E xcavations in the Pueblo ruins in Aztec, N.
M. carried. on by the American Museum of Natur~l History of New York City, have brought to
light a sealed room which gives every evidence of
a high a rtistic development on the part of those
who built it.
Dr. Clark Wissler, curator of the museum's
depa rtment of anthr opology and director of the
expedition, gives t he follo wing description of it
in a letter telling of the discovery :
"The room is in perfect condition. The interior
is plastered and painted in a brilliant white•with
dull red s ide borders and a running series of t riangular designs. No room approaching this irt

bea uty a nd perfection has ever been discovered
~n Amer ica. There are several adjoining rooms
that seem to have some relation to this, but it
will be some time before they can be dug out.
"What we have is obviously the holiest sanctum
or shrine of these prehistoric people. There is
not much in it, all the sacred objects having been
removed from the altar. But a sacred ser pent
is carved in wood over the cei11ng. It is 2%
feet long and of the finest workmanship. On the
ceiling beams are imprints of hands made by
rubbing white paint on the palms and fingers and
then pressing down upon the beams. Several
strands of beautifully made rope hang from the
ceiling, presumably for the support of hanging
objects. On the floor were a large number of
nicely cut stone slabs, one of which .was 2%
by 1 % feet and 1 JA. inches thick.
"There is a painted room in one of the cliff
houses in Mesa Verde Park that has some resemblance to this, but does not compare with the one
we have just found. This room is, however, one
more suggestion that the people who lived in the
cliff houses were the founders of the culture at
Aztec and Bonito."
Dr. Wissler writes that the ruin is now most
impressive, a large part of it having been uncovered by the American Museum excavation
party, which has for five seasons past worked
under the direction of Earl H. Mo rris.1 He adds :
"Since the greater part of the west side is now
uncovered, one can get a full sweep over this
immense complex of stone walls and qua int doorways. Thi s west side of the ru in was occupied
last, for here all the rooms are well fill ed with
objects . left behind, whereas on the side firs t
excavated, and appa ren tly long unoccupied, we
found little.
"Our excavations have revealed one cal a mi ty
that befe ll this city. The g rea ter part of t he
east and nor th sides were swept by fi re. We
cannot be sure that thi s was due to one big fir e,
but it was most likely so. The ceilings were of
wood, supported by g reat logs of cedar and
spruce, overlaid by split cedar and bark. These
fell down upon others, and lay in the lower rooms
in great charred masses. No doubt many precious
objects went out in this great fire. As I have said
before, we found the bodies of several unfor tunates caught in the r ooms.
"As the fire did not reach the west side, we
find a large number of rooms with their ceilings
still intact, and hou sehold utensils on the ftoor
just as they were left.
"I have spent some time estimating the amount
of timber used in building this city. There were
the logs of some 200 pine trees, 30 feet long and
about 12 inches in diameter. About 600 cedar
logs of the same size, averaging 10 feet in length.
(The cedar here rarely produces a longer trunk).
.About 1,200 straight, beautiful poles of pine and
cottonwood. Finally, there are not less than lO!t
cords of split cedar splints for covering the ceilings. All this wood was worked with stone. Frolll
this it is clear that these people were good 'lumberjacks.'"
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IN THE NICK OF 'fl.M:::
By D. W. Stevens.
Night shadows were creeping over the landscape as Sam Carter came tO' a pause near tile
banks of a narrow creek, which was overhung by
trees and green bushes. A following-piece was
flung across one shoulder, while at his belt
dangled several squirrels, trophies of the afternoon's gunning.
The sound of voices had suddenly brought the
young sportsman to a halt-tvoices ritised high in
angry · discussion.
"You are an interloper here, and shall never
step into a dead man's shoes."
"I have no wish to; but I mean to see the old
place, arid kiss Ida for the sake of old times."
"Scoundrel!"
Then the voices were drowned by the sounds of
a scuffle.
What did it mean?
Sam Carter moved quickly forward and peered
through a thicket, into an open space, to see
two tall forms engaged in a furious and desperate struggle. He saw the gleam of a k nife, and
knew that the struggle was a deadly one.
Presently a gasping cry announced a fatal termin1Hion to the struggle. One of the men went
down, and the concealed sports.m an saw the tall
form of the victor bending over the man on the
ground, holding a bloody knife in his hand.
"This will put you behind prison walls, Master
Walter, muttered Carter, a s he turned fr m contempl ating the scene and hurried by a roundabout course to a mansion not many rods distant.
Night now whelmed the earth.
For some minutes Sam Carter remained outside, hesitating about entering.
"This will kill his proud mother," muttered the
underling. "When old Clawson disinherited his
eldest born, and left Eastlawn and all its great
wealth to the runaway Oscar, he little thought
that he was signing the death warrant of both
his children.
While Sam Carter stood thus hesitating and
soliloquizing a step fell on hi s ear, and an in- .
stant later he was confronted by a pallid facethe face of Walter Clawson, the disinherited son
of the dead speculator.
,
Why the old man, but two months dead, had
left his vast fortune to his youngest son, Oscar,
a boy who had fled from home six years before,
cuttin~ off Walter with a shilling, was more than
the fri ends and neighbors could understand.
Old Clawson was a bit miserly. H e loved his
wayward younger son in spite of his unfilial conduct, and just before his death left everything to
the wanderer, if living. In the event of Oscar's
death, all the property, save the widow's third,
reverted to Ida Kingley, the old man's niece, and
one whom Walter had long endeavored to win
for a wife.
Sam Carter was empioyed as stableman and
overseer on the estate, a position he had filled for
some years.
Soon after the death of old Mr. Clawson a let-
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ter had come to the widow, announcing the safe
arrival of her long-wandering son from a foreign
land, and in a few clays he expected to be home
again.
Thi s night he had come, only to meet a t errible
doom ere his foot touched the threshold of the
old home.
"Ha! You here'!" ejaculated Walter, in a
husky tone. "What are you about here? Go
to your stables, man, and don't show yourself
again to-night."
"I have a right to be here, ' Valter Clawsona better right than you . Go in and tell you
mother and cousin, I da, where Oscar Clawson is
at this hour. They will never see bim alive. I
can swear to that."
Then Sam Carter turned on his heel and rushed
away.
·waiter Clawson started , and gazed with dilating eyes after the retreating form of the ~ table
man. Then a groan escaped his lips.
"My Goel ! What does he kno w?"
With this gasping cry the pallid man pu shed
open the door and entered. He was composed
when he entered "the presence of hi s mother and
Ida, but hi s face was still deathly Rale.
"Where have you been, Walter? I thought you
were going to the depot to meet Oscar. 'Ve expected him to-ni ght, you know, and it is now full
time he was here. The -train has been gone a n
hour."
,
"It has," admitted the trembling man.
"You have not seen Oscar? Oh, thi s suspense!"
mu rm ured the widow. "He did not come tonigh t, I am sure, or he would have been here before now."
"No, he did not come."
Walter Clawson uttered the words slowly, as if
in a dream. Then, unable longer to bear the
strain, he hurried from the presence of his
mother to his own room.
Slowly the moon climbed up from the dark
horizon and lit the night with exquisite beauty.
Walter still sat at the window of his room, glaring out upon the landscape.
Presently dark objects were seen to move
along the country road to the front of the house.
A moment they paused at the gate, then entered,
and hurried up the walk to the front door.
"We want your son 'Valter," was said to the
woman who opened the door.
The man in the room above waited to hear no
more, but hurried below and confronted the men.
He knew them. One was Sam Carter and ·another a deputy sheriff.
"You have come to arrest me?"
"Yes."
"My soul! what is this for?" cried Mrs. Clawson , and the pallid face and startled eyes of the
fair girl looking over the speaker's shoulder
would fain asked the same question.
As a pair Qf handcuffs snapped over Walter
Clawson's wrists Sam Carter sent a significant
look, full of gloating triumph, into his face.
"We anest your son for murder," said the officer, coolly.
"Murder!"
: 'Aye, for the murder of his brother Oscar!"
"Ah! This is your work, Sam! Mother-Ida!
There's a plot to ruin me. I am innocent, and can
prove it!" uttered Walter, in a tone of bravado.
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Earl y on the following day I da and her aunt,
in compan y with Sam Carter, went to the country village to be at the examination. Carter said
nothing of the tragedy during the journey, and
the women did not question him.
The only witness sworn was Sam _Carter, w?o
gave the evidence he possessed m a plam,
straightforward way.
. .
.
.. The prisoner was remanded to Jail, to await
th f' action of the Circuit Court, soon to convene.
Search was made for the body, but none was
.fou ml for some days. Nearly a mile down the
creek that ran through Eastlawn a bodv was at
length found, which was too g reatly disfigured
by decay and the work of the fish for identification.
It was readily accepted, however, as the body
of the murdered heir, since several had seen
Oscar leave the train on the afternoon of the
murder and turn his steps toward Eastlaw:b.
When the day of trial came the evidence was
too strong against the accused to admit of a
doubt as to his guilt.
On the morning set for the trial Walter Clawson astonished court and people by pleading
guiltv.
"I ·have a sho,rt story to tell, and then I am
ready to receive the sentence of the court," said
the prisoner, when given an opportunity to speak
by t he judge.
"Most people know that my
brother inherited ' all the property left by our
father and that I was literally cut off with a
shilling. I am not g oing to say that I did not
'fe el a little bitter over this, for to me it seemed
unjust. I did feel bitter, ~nd when wandering by
the brookside on the evenmg of Oscar's return I
was nursing my bitter feelings. trying to crush
them out, when who should confront m but Oscar himself. He had come up along the brook
bank-one of his old haunts-and approached
the house from the rear.
"Thus we met. Oscar was handsome and insolent . He spoke lightly of one I .love better than
life-Ida Kin gley-and we quarreled. I cannot
sav if I used the words attributed to me by Sam
Carter, but I know that we clinched. I seized my
brother's throat in a fierce clutch. He drew a
kn ife and attempted to strike me. Droppin~ one
hand, I seized his wrist, and turned the pomt of
the gleaming blade from me to save my own
life. Both went to the ground in a heavy fall. · I
tore myself loose, to find the knife buried in the
breast of Oscar. I did not send jt there. As God
is my judge, I had no thought of. taking my brother's life . Instantly, after seemg wl)at I had
don e, I fled from the spot."
"\ ou thr ew the body into the creek."
"No! As Heaven is my witness, I did not!" assertecl the doomed man, with husky solemnity.
'l'l1is wa s the end.
The judge's sentence was death. and Walter
Clawson was to pay the forfeit at the end of six
wee1-:s.
On the evening before the day set for the execu:ion Ida repaired to her lover's cell for the last
time.
"There is no hope, Ida?"
"Alas none,'' answered the heartbroken girl,
as she ~as drawn to the embrace of thE: prisoner.
At length tr\e jailer came to announce that the
hour of execution was at hand.
_
0
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With one last lingering kiss and caress. Ida
suffered herself to be led from the cell, and the
clang of the closing door shut out the last ray
of light from the heart of the doomed man.
Morning dawned bright and beautiful.
Ten o'clock came, and Walter Clawson, the fratricide, was led forth to his doom.
Mrs. Clawson was ill in bed at home, but Ida•
was not far away, her cheeks flushed with feverish excitement, anxious to catch one glimpse of
the man she loved ere he was led to his doom.
Slowly the procession filed from the jail, and
halted not until the foot of the scaffold was
reached.
With wonderful coolness the fratricide ascended the steps and stood revealed upon the scaffold.
Then the fatal noose was adjusted, ancl-"Stop the execution!"
A voice, clear and sharp, rang from a distant
part of the crowd. A frown mounted the brow
of the executioner at the interruption.
"Touch the spring, man! What are you waiting for?" demanded the sheriff, gruffly.
The m an employed for the purpose made a
move to obev.
"In Heveri's name stop this mad work! You
are about to hang an innocent man!"
There was a commotion in the crowd. Evide:r>tly some one was forcing his way toward the
scaffold.
"It's only a rlrunken man. Do your dutJ"!" ordered the sheriff, stern ly.
But the man addressee!, hesitated. It was well
that he did so, for while he stood g lari ng at the
swaying crowd a man burst through the line of
1tnarcls and stood revealed at the foot of the scaffold steps.
"Stop the execution!" cri<'cl the newcomer,
pantingly. "Walter Clawson is innocent ! I am
the man for whom he was to die-I am Oscar
Clawson!"
· All eyes were turned upon the speaker. Great
commotion ensued. Several old men present recognized the young heir, and when the cap was
r emoved the prisoner uttered the name of his
brother and then sank fainting on the scaffold.
I

•

It was true. Oscar Clawson was not dead. He
had returned barely in time to save his brother
from a felon's death.
He confirmed the story told by Walter, a~d
concluded:
"I was but slightly wounded, and the moment
Walter left I regained :rfiy feet. Walter had declared me an interloper, and I felt like one. On
the spur of the moment, I resolved to leave, and
never trouble my people by claiming Eastlawn.
I bel,ieved Walter was more entitled to it than
myself, and in the gloom of night I fled.
"Only two days ago I picked up a paper wherein was the announcement of my murder, and th~
conviction of Walter Clawson for the crime. I
was horrified to note the fact that the date on
the paper was an old one. With all speed I mad•
my way . here, and, thank Goel, have come ill
time!"
Yes, he had come in time. The body in th•
creek was never identified. Doubtless the person was accidentally dro\vned. Walter lived to
marry Ida, and on the wedding day Oscar deeded
one-half his inheritance to the fair bride.
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~la., v:ho has some big fish. captures to hi s credit,

mcludmg tl,e largest devil fish ever lifted to
land, is the captor of this monster. He caught it
NEW YORK, AUGUST 27, 1920.
while crui sing off Knight's Key. - It took twenty
men nearly two days to bring it ashore. The net
weigh~ of the fish is 3~,0 00 pounds, its length is
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N. Ha•t ii: g • Wolff, Pres. { FRANK 'J_'OU~EY,
to thi: suface is conjecture, one explanation being
Publisher,
.,
K B yr ne, ·rr~as.
that 1t was thrown up by a submar·ne volcanic
168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Charle• E. :'\ylander, Sec
d!s~urbance and t.ha~ i_ri the journey its deep sea
d1vrn powers were mJured so that it was unable
to sin to its .natural water level.
ITEMS OF INTEREST
The wh;;ile shark has little circular lidless eyes
$10,000 FOR A HOG
that are sightless. Its mouth is fifty inches wide
An Iowa firm has become the po ssessor of Ne-· !ind forty-three inches deep, its tongue is forty
b raska's highest priced hog. Uneeda Orion, a mches lon g. Hundreds of teeth line the sides of
Duroc Jersey boar, was sold by Edgar Taylor of the jaw. It had a speed on the surface of fortyNorfolk to Suder Bros., of Wesley, Ia., for $10,- five miles an hour and put up a fight before being captured that lasted two days and a half.
000.
CENT GROWS INTO $3,000,000 IF PYRAMIDED FOR 31 DAYS
If one could have a cent the first day of the
month two rents Of!r the next day, four cents
th e n~xt, and so or( doubling the amount each
dav, he would have nearly $3,000,000 at the end
or"a inonth of thirty-one clays.
PREPARED HIS OWN GRAVE
Elijah \Va rd en, ninety-four years of age, the
olrl est resident of White County, died at his home
in Monticell o, Ind., recently. Mr. Warden was born
in Del phi and was the grandson . of the French
tradel', Duboi s, for whom Duboi s County was
mimed. He lived in White County eighty years.
1\Ir. Warden was widely known in northern India na as a house moYer and engaged in that occupation, nntil about three years ago. He was sexton at the Monticello Cemetery for thirty years,
and dug his own grave and prepared the vault.
OFF TO ALASKA TO GET REINDEER FOOD
William C. Redfield, erstwhile Secretary of
Commerce and promoter of shark skin shoes, is
about to be eclipsed. Dr. Edward K. Nelson,
chief of the Biological Survey of the Department
of Agriculture, is en route to Alaska to make
friend s with the reindeer with the i<lea of making
this Eskimo food staple an imoortant addition
to the American di et. Since 189a the Alaskan
herds have increased from 143 animals to 150,000.
A side from their association with S'lnta Claus
reindeer are noted as the . prize boobs of the
animal kingdom, surpassing even sheep in that
-..espect.
FIRST WHALE SHARK CAPTURED
The first whale shark ever capb!·ed is on ex'hibi tio n at t he Smithsonian In stitution at Washt.on, D. C., Capt. Charles Thomuson. of Miami,

LAUGHS
''But," protested the b1'oker who had advertised for a confidential clerk, "you want too much
salary." "I've had a great deal of experience in
t.he brokerage business," m·ged the applicant.
"But you .ask too much for it." "My dear sir I
assure you . I 'm offering it to you for much J~ss
than it cost me."
A bright young man recently visited a friend
of his mother. She asked about hi s mother and
inquired if she raised a good deal of poultry this
year. The young man scratched his head in perplexity, and then replied: "N-n-n o, ma'am. She
planted a good deal, but the chickens scratched
it all up."
"Lady," said Plodding Pete, "have you any
more of dat mince pie dat you can't use yourself?" "Yes. Here'!1 nearly half of it. Are you
going to eat it all?" "No, lad y. I hate to be
revengeful; but dat dog of your s h as an ugly
disposition. l'm going to feed it to him."
"I think," said youn g Trotter, "I'll draw that
money Uncle J ohn left to me. I'm thinking of a
trip abroad." "But," protested his mother, "you
were to save that fo r a rainy day." "Weil, I 'm
going to London. I'll be sure to find a rainy day
there."
Mrs. Testy (looki ng up from the paper )-Isn't
this strange? A ma n, after a fit of illness, was
absolutely unable to remember his wife and did
not beli eve she was the one he married. Mr.
Testy-<Well, I dunn o. It's pretty hard work
sometimes for a man to realize that his wife is
the same woman that he cnce went crazy over.
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..\ FEW GOOD ITEMS
BALZAC'S JEWELLED CANE
which runs the entire length of the house. This
. Balzac used to en joy what was described by a veranda is used more or less as a public highway.
" vafiity" from the possession of a walking stick 'Any one passing through the village may climl:
nearly as big a s a drum-major's st aff, and all up the ladder at one end, walk along it and climb
a blaze with rubies, di amonds, emer alds and sap- down the other end in the m ost casual manner.
Just back of it lies a covered portion of the house
phires.
It w a s topp ed by a huge gold k nob cont aining and here most of the work is carried on.
The men may be seen building a small boat 01
a lock of hair presented by an unknown lady admirer. For a long time Balsa z n ever appeared in m aking brass jewelry; the women weaving 01
public without this stick, which incr eased in dyeing or pounding nee in.to flour for baking.
Opening from the veranda is a series of doorF
· va lue as t he years went on.
All t he j ewels he bought or received as pres- leading into separate rooms, , one belonging t ~
ent s were .Plastered on it, for he pref erred using each family. Here the 'Dyaks' do their cooking
them in this way to wearing them in rings or tie- eating and sleeping, e.xcept that unmarried girl '
usually sleep in a loft readied from the rooms,
pins.
while the boys occupy , the inner veranda. A
Dyak has but one wife, and either husband or
WILD DUCKS IN DAKOTA
Recent reports from the South Dakota State wife, if found guilty of illicit conduct, is subject
Game Warden's office say that thousands of wild to severe punishment by the community.
;._ pleasant trait among the Dyaks is their
du ck s h ave remained in the numerous sloughs
and ponds of the State this summer and are londness for their children, whom they have
seldom been known to treat with anything but
hatch in g and taking their brood to the water.
It is said some of these birds nest fully half kindness and indulgEklce. They are also kind to
a mile from a body of water, concealing their old people--unlike other tribes in Borneo, who
eggs in tuft s of grass and hurry their young to formerly followed the custom of killing or burnthe water a s soon a s they are hatched. The out- ing alive those whose usefulness to the comlook is favorable for a plentiful supply of young munity had been exhausted.-;::-By Gertrude Emer·
·
du cks ready for the hunter at the opening of the son, in "Aria" for July.
&ea son.
T he number which remained, the report con"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICtinues, is greater than that of any former year,
and t h is should add to the abundance of the TURE ACTRESS" iii in "Movinil' Picture Stories,"
feathered folk to come within range of the hunt- No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; poi;;tal\'e free.
er's rifle.
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N t Y.
BURGLARS ONLY BOOTY, RAINCOAT
A second-ha nd raincoat, according to officials
"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"_
of T r imble, T enn., apparently was the only loot
10 CENTS A COPY
obtained there by enterprising robbers, who, SEMI-MONTHLY
LATEST ISSUES w orkin g in a double shift, simultaneously blew
open the safe of the post office and knocked off • 56 THE S~~~::i:Jon~F THE SEALED BOOK, by Ethel
the combination of the vault of the Farmers fi,7 THE CLUE OF STEE L, by Willis Lathro)),
Bank.
58 ALIAS LOUIS VARDON, by William , Hamilton
Osborne.
The po st office building was wrecked by the explosion. The blast aroused citizens sleeping near 59 MYSTERY OF THE OLD TIME CLUB, b:v CarollnE
Blngold.
b y, and th eir huiTied a ssembling fri ghtened a':"ay 60 CAUGH '.r WITH THE EVIDENCE, by Ethel Rosethe r obber s, who were pursued as far a s <;>b1on,
m an.
four m iles north of Trimble, where the trail was 61 A LITTLE GOLD SPIDER, by Cecil Burleigh.
T HE VELVE'. r TOUCH , by .Julian Darrow
lost. Four men· are believed by officials of the 62
63 T H E CL UE OF THE R E D LAMP, by Cha ri es Fu'1.
ttrwn t o h ave taken part in the attempted robbery.
.
Our sler .
Thf' raincoat, the property of the cashier, was 64 T~ SCH E ME OF SOLOMON SNARE, by Willi a m
Hamilton Os b orne.
the onlv t hi n g missing from the bank, it was ann oun ced. The bank and post office are situated The Famous Detecti ve Story Out To-day in No. 65 lg,
"QUICKER THAN THE EYE,"
on opposite sides of an ally.
By Ralph Cummins.
BORNEO
IN
SIMPLE
RE NT PROBLEM IS
Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. y,
TOUSEY,
FRANK
with
occupied
chiefly
are
omen
w
The Dyak
and
seed
the
weavin g, dyeing, cooking, planting
''MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
takin g care of the children and the h?u s~. Housekeepin g in Borneo has its own complication s. As A Weekly lllagazlne Devoted to Photopla)'s ancl Player•
a r ule a large number of families live und er one
PRICE SE VEN CENTS PER COPY.
ro of. On an averag e there may be fo r ty, but inEach number conta in s F our Stories of the Best F ilm s
stances have been kn own in which as many a s on the Screens-E le g a nt H a lf-tone Scenes f rom t b e
four hun dred per sons were living tog ether in a P lays-Inter estin g Articl es A bout Promin ent P eo ple in
the F ilm s-D oings or Actor s and Actres se!r in Urn
single community h ouse.
f;tn d io s a nd L e_ssons in Sce nario Writing,
The houses are con structed on piles, with ladders leadin g t o the outer uncovered veranda HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.
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GOOD READING
BICY1CLE TEN MILES EACH DAY nubbin; the patient, kindly man with the smile,
WHEN 98
the sad eyes, the worn face, who had been lifted
Dr. Jessie C. Green, 102 years and 7 months up to guide a Nation."
old, died at his home in West Chester, Pa., lately
a s a result of falling from a step ladder in his
WHY BE A SAPHEA.D?
liume ten days ago while hanging a picture.
Sap Hawkins imagines himself to be the "wise •
Dr. Green, who was a Quaker, was born in guy in his own home town," but Sap's imaginaDelaware County, Pa., Dec. 13, 1817; was a tion is his chief characteristic. When the school
school teacher in early life and later a dentist. teacher told Sap's father, "I can't teach him any"Early to bed and early to rise," was his lifelong 0ing," he thought Sap ripe for wider fields.
motto, he often said. He never used tobacco or First, he placed him with the village blacksmith
intoxicants and drank his last cup of coffee in but this connection ended disastrously for Sap at
1844. Until six years ago he was in the habit the end of the second day. In desperation the
of taking a daily ten-mile bicycle ride before father then arranged for him to read law in the
breakfast.
office of a prosperous firm of attorneys at the
J-le leaves a sister in her eighties and a son county seat.
about sixty years old.
After he had pursued his studies for two full
weeks, Sap and a rainbow silk shirt returnee! to
.spend Sunday with the folks.
"Well, Sap," asked one of the crowd around
DRAWS ON STEEL WALL OF JAIL WON- th~ Palace di·ug store corner, "How do you like
the law?"
DERFUL PICTVRE OF CHRIST
"Aw, I don't think much of the Jaw" answered
On a Sunday morning in March, 191 ?• while ~e tlie Blackstone of two weeks· "I'm s~rry I ever
'
it."
learnt
was in the County Jail at San Bernardmo, awaiting trial,. Ramon Garcia, t;x-convict, dr.ew upon
Strange as it may seem, there are many perth<\ steel wall of his boxlike cell a picture of sons who feel the same way about thrift and saving. They may save spasmodically for a couple
Christ on the Cross.
John N. Hilliard tells us that, "With the stub of weeks and then bob up serenely with: "I don't
of an old pencil borrowed from an accommodat- think much of it. I'm sorry I learnt it." On the
ing jailer-genius has ever made use of the first other h~nd, the person who is determined to give
tool that comes to hand-he fashioned a remark- the savmgs habit a fair trial never fails to enthuse as he sees hi s efforts bring to him those
able picture.
things which make life really worth while.
"And straightway certain events outside of the
is a healthy sign of the times, for it follows
establi shed order happened. Like concentric rings as It.
night the day that individual prosperity means
upon the face of the water the fame of it spread, national prosperity. .
crossing the Sierras of the Snows, going beyond
Insofai· as the individual is concerned he never
the Rockies, eventually reaching the Atlantic hinwill be too old to spend but he may gr~w too old
terland.
to _earn. Never has there been so golden an op"The man who had pencilled the picture on the portunity to put by a few dollars as now and it
steel wall had long since gone to prison, but the is just plain common sense for those to earn
cell he had occupied in the County Jail had be- while earning is good and set aside something
come a veritable shrine. And the town -0f San for a happy and contented old age. The way to
Bernardino had become a place of great pilgrim- provide for those days is to save first and spend
age."
afterward, to take a certain amount out of the
Eventually the sentence of the thric ·-· :"-:·;icted regular income and iJtvest it where it will be
felon was commuted and already the young Mexi- safe and will grow.
,
For the person with an average income, buying
can has begun to make good.
.. "The likeness of Marshal Joffre, done on can- Government Savings securities from your bank
vas shortly after Garcia's release from prison, or Post Office is an ideal procedure for starting
a savings account with Uncle Sam. When you
1Tts presented to the Latin-American Institute.
It 'is a remarkable piece of portraiture, when you have accunrnla~ed $84.00 in Savings Stamps, you
consider that the man who drew it has had no can exchange ..at for a Treasury Savings Certifitraining, that he had not even a primer knowl- cate which will pay you back an even $100 on
January 1, 1925. When you have learned the
edge of the craft.
joy of saving you never will be sorry that
"The portrait of Judge Dewhirst, done from real
you "learnt it."
life, is an uncanny likeness. Perhaps the most
--Buy W. S. S . - astoni shing work Garcia has so far done, except
Thrift is Pewer. Why? Because its practice
the drawing of the Crucifixion, is the portrait of builds
through leading to the right
Lincoln. This also was drawn with pencil on one use of character
money; enable oppottunities to be taken
of the steel wall s of the San Bernardino Jail.
advantage of because money is in hand. Be
"A;~d it is Lincoln, the Lincoln of humble be- Thrifty. Spend wisely, save steadily, buy Gov.ginnings, who split rails for a .livelihood; who ernment Saving Stamps, "Always _ worth more
rt;::d his books in the wavering light of a pine than was paid for them."
RODE

Boys' and Girls' Auto Given

ABOUT
TEMPERI NG
COPPER
The Aztecs,
Toltecs and Tarascans,
it
is
said, possessed in
prehistoric a ges
the art of tempering
copper.
Copper axes and
knife
bl ad e- s
found at Atcapotzalco are so
soft they can be
cut with an ordinary pocketknife.
On the
other hand, Tarascan c o P P e r
cutting
implements from the
Balsas
Riv er
r uins in Guerr ero
were so hard that
they would turn
the edge of a
modern k n i f e .
A nalysis showed
that these different blades were
of the same composition as the
copper
ores
found in the respective
localities.
The soft
blades were made
from comparatively pu re copper ores, while
the har<l, apparent 1 y ·tempered
blades
f r o m
Guerrero,
were
made from the
n a t u r a 1 ores
which existed in
the holls, .alloyed
with nickel and
cobalt; thu s making the smelted
metal (or alloy)
almost a s hard as
steel. Hence the
so-called t empering was due to
the natural alloy
found in the ore,
which
when
heated and sharpened gave a hard
cutting edge. On
the other hand,
where the ores
were pntclically
pure copper, t he
i m p 1 e m e n ts,
ma de from such
or es were s o f t
and remain so to
this day.

A Real Auto With a 5-Borse-Power Engine
T his classy racer will do anything a

FREE

full-sized car will do because it is built • • • • • •
li ke a real automobile.
It will even ~o where a big
car can't co. For it h as a narrowtread s o you can

~~;:O~JJ'fee~;~f:. ¥>:{;~~:~J':i~TI~~Ji':~:~t
from anyone. TRIS CLASSY

CAR CAN BE YOURS

Don ' t laJ' d•wn thl• mapzfne a.atf l
J'OU have malled me J'OUr name and
addreu. BJ' dofns tbia J'OU will ... t
tun la formation bJ' return mall tollIns e ncUy how J'OU can sret tbl!I
•onderful boJ'a• a nd efrta• auto
• lt.k out ft coetlnir J'OU one eeat.
Sea.d todaJ"-Q.WeklJ', Be tb• firat.

.

Jost look at the happy faces in this picture. Don't they look like they were
ready fo r a real time,'"perbaps off on
an errand for Mother or a jaunt to the
postoffice? Wouldn ' t you like to be
with them? You can own a Cul ver

!:8·~:r;~:: ::.::n:~t~vrog1~sye\~!~~~

tiooa. When I tell J'OU this auto is t o be ir\v•
f ree-I mean free-It won•t coat 10uone ctrntof J'Oarowumoner.n

DON'T
SEND A CENT f.!!i."'.:.
'=•"°.";~'".~
dresa quick . A.., post card will do. HQrl'J' If 7011 want~":.
a f rn auto.
CY SEYMOUR, Mgr., Dept,27, Batavia , lll.

OLD COIN!t WANTED

srac•r,

•"•"'•
attractlH. el•~
S. ealbalar. "9 tJ
cboerf111 -·H"
.
I'll I
llOOU•ll&how;::::~of ner-fOID- h o -I .....lemelloecl.

R - U - 2 - FAT !

• .... ..,....

•

N~I .

. . . . . . •• . . . Terll C'

111i

'2 to $600 E ACH paid tor Hund reds ol
Cetus dated before 1~5. ICee p ALL eld
Meoey. Yeu may have Cola• wert h a
J,ara:e Premi um . Sen d lOc. for n e-.
Illustrated Coin l ' alue Book, aiH •11t,
Get Posted at Oace.
CJLA.Rll& COIN GO., Bex II, Le Ro7, N, I.

$

•
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HOW ODOR

B3Jdness

·i

TRAVELS

In order to Introduce cur wonderful Everwear Doable
i'abrlc Reconatrocte.d Tire., 11uaranteed •ooo mll••
we ai• e1ou, absolotely fre• J.t new hlrh a-rade standard

Conquered

~::o~~bti~n hr::~rlif~r:!rioC::r~:b!i

to each cust omer. Order at oace wh ile
1tock ia complete.

A veteran bualneu man; who wu .a.
moat oompletel:r bald an4 ha4 tried
tonics; lotions, shampoos; etc.;
In· vain, came acro11 an In•
dians' elixir by which be
~
grew a complete crop of healthy
~
hair. The hail elixir fa called
"KOTALKO." Many others;
men and women, have reported
·
rem.,kable aid to hair growth,
When Bald relief from dandruff, cesaat1oa
of falllnr hair by .Usinir K otalko.

r

S1tlsl1ctlon Guaranleed or Moneylefunded
Prlooa Include Tire and Tulle
'11rH
8fH
..................... 111.15

... . ~.••••• , ...... 12.51

141•}( ............. 11.H
15t4}i............. 13.25
H tl}i............. 13.75
1515 ................. 14.51

l ht ..........•....... 11.18

(

In orde rlnc. b o •are to it.at. alu w anted. also
whatb3r •· • · cllnehn,lJlata or aon·akld Sand
0
1
09

DOU
.. ct ff.Ian

:~bq~,•t, !;::.,~~ran :reila::,eo

ae ~:i t he fo ll ataoun\ wltla J'Oot or~er .
7 our order todap an4 aaYa •onap.

In a vast number of cuH . wben haJ r f alla oat,

rn°\h~·~~~p~~k! :1e~fS1 ~Orr b':i~~~
1
i:!~~htg3 ~~· :'t-:
:::d~t" ~~ 11a~:itlitfhe

· :t! er~I:ed~~~

8

Tf;dr:::.1

Poted to n 1url •h th• hei r •nd . atlmulate

1715................. II.Bl

l"Rl!E R e llne r Wi t h l!ach T iro

EVUWEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
1

D~;.!!~cea~~-~~::~"f.°ci'.1~ Stt~~==•

eta•

g:•-:thP1t!t :·~o:: l1~!• ~~o~"Vwft~~lktYi~t :J;~i

reportbri~;~J;:i;,1
women'• and
ea. For men'•,r eaulta

-

a·
..

~

1
cllilM•n'• hair. It ;rou are
bald, or loslnr hair, or have ( ' ·1 [':
.' ·
dandrulf,_ yo11 ahould t '[l_
•
X OT ALKu; It may be what 1
needful for 11our scalp and
In auch caaa It Is a ploea- '
vre to observe t he 1tarth11r Ha.ir Growa
of new hair a nd Its atl!ady
ln.creaae u ntil prolific irrowtb. Obtain a full
box ol Kotalko C!fllh $300 Guarantee)
at an:r buay dru1 !lore. Or a proof boz
will be mailed lrea If :vou 1end 10 centa, silver
or stamps, t o p ay part adnrtlslnir coat, to
J. H.DrlttaJn,BM-1 03,S ta. F, New York, N. Y.

l Han run and heaith!uJ exercise
1

STACE
.~:iJ>Ett.;t~=
-•ti..
· • ~tal
• l1
prof•~
bawl
I t.R§oa
. • 8p en 4 •
•PerleOClt!l .¥1UleOOl;f&r'J"
vle11.

....., ,............,... UJ>•-

Tbo~~ oal a1'en" •~one m1 ••

\r ...
Odl,

:t

• • •.

Ltt:r

liY:"tra"~".:c!t~··'11i1't~-::Jf.l3:,~f;

F~E~~R'r°cWirn.r:.:.~1'.JrcK'to'li:'MigH.
WONDERFUl,.NEW DEVICE
g u ide e your hand; correct•
7ourwrlting in afewdue. Big
lmpr oYement la three hour s.

N~i~i1t~I!. ~w.~.~tgz:!'n\:
Dept. 39

St. Louis. Mo.

with a bicycle I Own the Black
Beauty, tho finest bike In tho
world! No wa.ltin&I Just send
!or catalor. select your model,

~~nw~!bo~W~ ~.:ns!· a P~e:
(or

$5

a rnontit). Direct to

at Factory Price.

$1

A

J OU

WEEK

Paya fer th•

Black Beauty
0

18 ExcluslYe ii~:.; t~X
Features :~~ ~:Stw~~~~:
Non-Skid Tires; New Departure
1

Coa1ter Brake; motorcycle a ad dle , vedals and handlebar•:

chrome ateel ball bearlnp, etc.

K it, Tool
Repai rand
FR E E....;!Caso
Stand .
______

Five yr. ~ara.ntee, anrl 1lx. mQt.
tnsur&nce on Ute wheel. Tho
Black Beauty bas 111orty lln ea,
marvelous steel conatrucUon,

dazzlln1t finish.
for Catalog.

Write to-day

S_an_d_r_l_e_s l~~~~[ 1~~:~tu~'!:;:

Tires, lamps, horns, rt.ms, eto.
Send !or Free Sundries Co.talo1.
HAVERFORD CYCLE CO .
PHILADELPHIA
Dept.'-526

·BLANK CARTRIDGE
PISTOL p~:.:'.11d On.l:v

$1

For pr o1 Inc bee loll&', re•I revotver etyte.
tection and • Port, •H r)' man . woma n and bo1
abould ban one. Ordn at once. Ge t. an Amer ·
lred..
..
d
lean. Saa FREE. lhneJ ref unded It
F.W. LEWIS co .• 1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK cm

The rapid propa gation of smells
noticed in the
open air appears
due ent irely to
currents, since in
tubes,
small
currents
wh ere
do n ot exist , the
r ate is found to
be very small.
E x per i me r1ts
along this line
were first under·
taken in England
by P rof. Ayrton,
With ammonia
diffusing through
a tube a meter
a n d a h alf long,
over two hours
before
elapsed
the ~mell could
be detected at the
other end of the
tube. Using different lengths of
t ubing, it was
found that the
time required for
the diffusion of
the s m e 11 was
roughly proporthe
to
tioned
the
square of
length. Ammonia
hydrogen
and
were
sulphide
used for these
experiments. The
presence of ammonia could be
chemidetected
cally at a point
in a tube- after
about the same
time as when the
sense of smell
was used for a
The
detector.
r ate of propagation of the smell
of ammonia was
n ot markedly dif··
ferent when this
h ad to pass along
the same · tube
eith1:!r horizontally or vertically
upward or vertically downward.
With camphor,
h owever, - w hi 1 e
the rates horizontally and downward were about
t he
the ·same,
s p e e d upward
was ab out twice
as great.

HOW TO SAVE
MON"b;'{

T en ucliars a
m onl il s av ed and
pu c out at 4 per
cent.
compound
inte r est will show
an a ccumulation
of $)..475 in t en
years ; $7.50 a
month will show
$ 1, 1 O 6 ; $6 a
month will show
$885 ; $5 a month
will show $737;
$4.50 a m o n t h
will show $663 ;
$4 a month will
snow $589; $il a
A wonde rful re li ef from sla'l'month will show
ery to cigarettes is repo r te d by
$442, an<.1 $2.50 a
Chas. Ohnesorge, who had been
addicted 14 years, and after
month will show
trying various so -called cures
$368, says the
in vain found just t he lnfor·
Thrift Magazine.
mation he wanted in a book
published and sent free to
Any sum saved
anybody
by Edward J. Woods,
and inves ted at 4
TB-60 1, Station ~' . New York,
per cent. com- N. Y. Thousands of persons, bot h sexes,
pound
interest w ho were addicted to cigarettes, pipe, ch ew ng, snuff, etc .. huve been gladde ne d by this
will nwre than 1free
book . Getting rid of toba cco h abit often
double itself in means . better health , calm nerves, p eaceful
t w e ll t y year:;. slee p, 1mpr-0~ed eye sight, stro ng er h ea·rt, in·
cloth sam1>les Id
re a sed physi ca l power, clean breath, LO NG all the latest colors, patterns, and weaves~
Save $10 . At the cEH
LIFE, greater e t: rning e ffici e ncy , co nte ntthe rtnest qualitytbatmone::rcan buy. Every
end of th e first nie nt and other benoftts. Just try it. S ur ·
irarment made to your measure. a tiaranteed
pri ~ e everrbody by awakenini\" y ou r latent •uy e a r you will penor
fast color and d elivered tree. le 11tra char111.
ablltty I Show others tins advertisem ent.
have $10.40; in
five ye ar ~ you
If you have a few hours s1>are time your own
will have $12.70.
•uU wen 't cost a cent. We are 1>aytna 1iood
men Sto.oo to sro.oo a week for all or S1JS.re
At the end of th e
time. No experience needed. Send no
tenth year your
money-Just your name and addresa.
inter est will have
UNCOLll WOOLEN lllLLS CO., Dept 472 •
C:i!ICAIUI
gr own to $6.20,
and at the end of
A SIX MONTHS' SUBSCRIPTION 'fO THE
t he
twentieth
BOYS' MAGAZINE FOR ONLY 50 CENTS!
yea r your interBy &ccepUng this rema rlrn ble low price otter yol1
est will be $10 .70,
save 70 cents over the new!)s tand pr lce as our prlc'
PER COPY lo 20 centB,
than
or
more
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE ls the fln es t bo.}•s ' periodi cal
double your oTigiin An1erl ca. Ea oh issue conta ins fr om 15 to 22 tl1rilllng
short stories. from S to 4 s plendid serial stories bes lde:J
n al su m. Carried
a wealth o! special dei;ar tmenta devoted to Elec trloity,
1
al on g on the
r~;!t~~~c~ra1~~~~.05 ~dlto~Pal~~r St~~ 1~nc:nd Ad~1l~t·it~11!~\~
sa m e basis $100
11
0
1
~~ d ~i:!:~, ~t~r~:s ~~Yto~~otseb:t\~~. ~~~c~g;a s~;~~
will become $207
.Amateur Photography, Ta lk:s wi t h Pa rents, Boys \Vh()
and $1,000 will
Are \Vinning Business Success. etc,., etc. B esid es all
this we are no\¥ publlsh ine , In each issue, a large numgrow to $2,070.
NIU
ber or illustrated jokes drawn by the bes t professional
comto a.rt.is ta in .America.
Save 10 cents a
Send only 50 cents tod~y (send stampa Ir more con·
nnlent) and we ' ll enter your subsc ription at once.
da y, and in ten
if.·"'""-•·Bl~F"
You ~ re not taking the sli~lltes t chan ce AS WM
VS Slone,
Ton apurr
tbnoClotllw,
Ye.a1·s your daily
- - Bee
Bo,,.. In J'INJI,;
WILL Rl!:l'Ul'W YO UR MON EY JM°l1EDIATELY ehou lcl
sa vings will be mqlotricl""""IHhnwith-XRaJ'.
you not be more than pleased witih THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE. Our firm 1s incorporated tor $200.000.00
$365, in addition MARVEL MFG. CO.. l>ept.13. NIW HAVE11. COIN.
undl'r bhe laws or the St.ate ot Pennsylvania.. Evef'1
and publisher in America will tell you we are
to $80.30 com-(
0 RENESS- HEALED banker
ABSOLUTELY RELTABLlll.
.
So se: nd along your subscription and tt THE BOYS'
pound
interest, ( Bon or opea le... •lcen. enJ.araed velDI, MAGAZINE
' t far e::irneed your expeotations W6'U
making a total of -ema lle&led whlle J'O• werll:. Write for refund your doesn
money promptly and wlthoot quesUon.
$445.30.
tree boell: and ~crlbe you •WJt caH.
Addre'8: Th• Scott F. fledhld Co .. Inc.
5040 Ma!n St., Smothport, Pa.
If you save 15 A . C. Llepe, 1457 Green Bay_AY,, lllll'!!'~k!e,lHs.
'.J'HE BOYS' MAGAZINE 1s 002 3~!n~ :11,,.;i;;••tand1
cents a day for
ten years . with
THIN MODEL, L.ver Eooopomont,
ROW, JAZZ 'EM UP, IOTS I A IEW ANO lifn IHENTIOI
•
j
i Il t e r e S t comSTEM WIND, STEM SET, Bandtoru•
pounded at 4 per
~·tl ' ii''t~ dllR:;~~~d=~:;~~!·t~~~~fi:::u~:;~
=~r;.~m-4
cent . you will
~~~· amallclook,buiarenulnewaLcb,m•lz•
Siii. Flul•l'lccolo. plafid lnshntly. 2 !5c AG211TS WAITED'
h
$668 18
J..
-:.
an d appearance equal to a 1 20 wa'°h.
STEWART CO., SUI W. '8th St., N. Y. n
~ ve
·
;
~9
:s~ !~r.~n~~o:'~~:!~/~~*.;·::;· Pio~
20 cents a day
\8
4 .
lure• .. diopoH o! al 25o each . Soad UI
5
will net $890.99;
...
_; ihe'8 .507oucollooland .........d
tgY,.~!t.~~.L~!·!~~!!
!~~.t:!.'.!~~~
IA41 8he•l4 ...... Ber .... to .U• •l• P~ Mun.,--.
60 cents a day
··~,,,'},, .~·'~ h•Y::a1:~~~·::n~~e~~~T:::!~~=:1:~t
••••toOeMlla&~aa.oMlw.••BowteW'la-.PHo!'ofLad.iot.
•Wt4'1a&::•tltot....... ,k. All•u.~jM.. .....,•l .. lHtn. 2.5C P'OSTfl'AI m
'll
mean
$2
watch, ju8'a1tdMOrlbed, al1oohol c•offobor
Wl
,- oh•i• u oxna preHni. Wri<eiOday. E - ;J:>. LZF:J!J.t
~AtW l'UB. CU., 'l'lLTON, .1'4. ~
227.73.
.;$37 W. Madlaon St., Dopt. l -A-46 .. CHICAOu
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Your Suit Won't Cost a Cent
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DEAF
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BALL-(
I

THE LIB~~~ I~~;~ OF '76
.

Liberty Boys and Capturn Sue; or. Helped Out b.Y Girl
ball with - 1011 The
To watch girls . p layino1-.atnots.
o
,
Ol~ ·- the usual noise of chattez: but 1012 'l'be Ljberty Boys I•'jg!Jtlog- Prevost; or, Warm Work 10 Georgia.
w1 .JJ an equal amount of enthusiasm, 1013 The Liberty Boys liarricauc; or, Hol<lin;r OII the Hcs,iuus.
to see the players send signals to 1014 The Liberty Boys On the \\"atch; or, The Plot to Invade New
York.Liberty lioys at Fairfield,; or, A Hold Dash Across •the
· k fl as h O f 101;; The
' · t eammates b Y a qmc
i neir
Sound.
the fingers and cover each move of
the game with keen aggression is a 1 1016 'l'he Liberty Boys ' Sng Harbor Sortie; or, }lan-elolis Work n·ith
Col. Meigs,
1 th ac• wou l<l arres t th.e a t - 101i The
Lil.Jerty Boys and the Gipsy Spy; or, Learning the Enemy's
spec t ace
.
· Secrets.
tention of even the most casual spec_ 1018 'l'he Lil.Je rty Boys and the "'Wi cked Slx"; o r , The Plan to Kidt ator.
nap Washington
k ·
·
d
Athl t'
e JCS an gymnasmm wor m 1019 ThP Liucrly Boy.s nnd "Mad :llary" · .or, Fighting Among the
'
Hill .
many of the largest schools for the
instruction of the deaf are claiming 1 1020 'l'h e. Liberty Boys' Indlnn Runner; or, Thrashing the Red
KaiJ"rs.
more and more an active place in the
interest of the girls, an d many of 1021 T~!wLl~~~-~v Boys in Canvas To"·n; or The Worst Pince in Old
them are showing most promising re- L022 The Liberty Boys on the Delaware; or. Holding F'ort ~lifflln.
suits from their spirit and work in 1023 The Liberty Boys lo Wyoming Valley; or, Dick Slater's :S-arrowest Escape.
iant's strid e and 1021 The
.
b as k·etb a 11 ' f encmg,
Liberty Boys and the Fighting Parson; or, 'l'he Brave
g
Rall~' at nabway.
other games.
Boys nt Four-Hole Swamp; or, Corn ered by a ReglLiberty
The
1025
popular.
Basketball is particularly
ment.
Signals are given by a quick gesture,
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent t o any address on
everything depending upon the closest attention being given to the girl receipt or price, 1 cents per copy, In money or PO•ta~e stam1>s, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub. , 168 West 23d st ., New York.
who holds the ball and decides upon
the next move.
'
OUR· TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS
By one simple movement of the
,..
hancl a player can send a call to one
of her mates or e:;pr_css her scorn at 1 No. 74. llOW TO WRITE LETTETIS COURECTLY.-Containing
her opponent's bungling. The player full wsrrucuuns for wrltrng_ldters on nllllost any ouujecl; also rules
f llo s the passes and rules of the for pnndu a t1un and compos1t1on, with sµeciruen letters.
1'<>. 76 • .HOW TO liJJ:CO,\lE A CONJURER.-Co11tainlng tricks
J
.
. '
w
0
game by keeping the eye constant Y with Du1uinues , Dice Cuvs anll Bulls, Hilts, etc. Ewuracing thinyalert to catch every movement of the six illustrations . By A. Anderson.
No. ~6- HOW TO TJ,;J ,L 1''0R'.l'ONES BY THE HAND.-Contain opponent
•t ] ing ru leo for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of ll1e ilantl or tbe
f th
;
Th e ru1es
oi palmistry. Alsu tbe secret of telling future events ' bv aill
secret
a
VJ
o . e game are so
t o the deaf girl that when she has of moles, mark s, scars. etc. lllustrate,d.
thorou ghly mastered them she cannot . No. 77. HOW TO ~o FORTY TlUl:KS WITH _c,1RDS.-Contain as performed by le<1L11ug conjurers aud
be shaken in her understanding of rng _decep~ive Card 'Incks
mag1cians. Arranged for borne amusement. Fully lllus trn ted.
BLACK ART.-Coutaining a complete
THE
DO
TO
HOW
78_.
..
No
player
Each
what she has lear!led.
becomes so attentlVe that should a descr1pt1on of the mysteries. of Magi c and Sle1gilt-of-hand, together
foul be made and the referee not be wlth many wonderful experuuents. By ~- Anu e,rson. Iilustraleu .
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACron.-containing complete
l
.
.
I
. k .
in c etectmg it t 1at person Instructions how to mnke up for various characters on the sta e.
qu1c
with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter, Sce~i~
togeth~
proof
volley
the
by
routed
be
would
Arti st and .Property Man.
t est
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Contalning tbe lat t
ti t f
1
•
t'
A.th]
or jokes, anecdotes and tunny stories of this world-renowned Germ~sn
. e JCS are a na cUr3; OU e
the energy of healthy girls possess- com edi an . Sixty-four pages; handsome colored cover, containing
a
ing all the faculties of hearing and half-tone photo ~f the author.
No. 81. HOW TO MESM.ElUZE.-Containlng the most approved
spe'-'ch but to the deaf girl sport at
. • m e thod of m es merism; animal magnetism, or wagnetic healing B
.
.
"" '
first means labor until interest lS Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., author of "How to Hypn ot ize .. · t Y
No. 82. HOW TO D~ PALMI STRY.-Containing the rdos~ <Jip.
aroused. It is an unfortunate fact
that in some of the schools the girls proved methods of readrng the Imes on tb e hand, together with 8
full explnnatlon of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology and
tt
· d th] t"
h.ave . never re<:e1ve
. a e 1c. a en- the key ot telling chnrncters by the bumps on the head. By' L
eo
·
tion m proportion to that given to Hugo Koch. A.C.S. Fu ll y illustrated.
For aale by au newsdealers, or will be 1ent to any addre.. on
boys. At one school three-quarters
of an hour duri n g the week is devot- rece1pt of price, lOc. per copy, or 8 tor 25c., in money or postaire
ed to the girls' physical exercises, al- •tamP•. by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub .. 168 West 2Sd st., New York.
though the boys enjoy the privilege
of at least t h at length of time each
'
day.
HaJiking from the rings in their
HOW TO
gymnasium is a bit of fun and exerWRITE THEM
cise that appeals to these young girls.
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
By JAMES P . COGAN
It is considered most excellent for
This book contains all th e most recent cha nges In the method
th e deaf mute, as it brings into play
ot l'o nstrnction and s u hm!sslon of scen arios. Sixty Lessons,
those muscles which need strengthencovering e"Very phase ot scenario writing, !rom the mo st eleing to assist them both men tally and
mental to the most advanced p rinciples. This treatise covers
everything n person must know In order to make m.oney as a
physically. The sensation of flying
successful scenario 11·r!ter. For 1ale by all News-dealers and
through spa ce, a s in swinging, is also
Book-Stores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price .
a keen delight.
35 cents, in money or pos tage stamp1, and we will mall y ou one.
p ostage f ree . ~ddress
They enter into folk dancing and
L. SENAR-ENS, %19 Seventh Ave., Now York, N. Y.
social dancing with much spirit and
enjoyment.
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SCENARIOS

